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2 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1332669.pdf 

3 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1698159.pdf 

4 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1209762.pdf 

5 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1634711.pdf 

6 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1161047.pdf 

7 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1612601.pdf 

8 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote - 1251233.pdf 

9 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1656891.pdf 

10 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1233968.pdf 

11 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1648893.pdf 

12 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1193686.pdf 

13 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1626605.pdf 

14 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-11882 72.pdf 

15 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1624145.pdf 

16 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1179815.pdf 

17 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1620261.pdf 

18 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1176909.pdf 

19 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1619703.pdf 

20 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1153411.pdf 

21 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1609499.pdf 

22 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1145102.pdf 

23 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1604932.pdf 

24 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Quote-1144 769.pdf 

25 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) James Edwards (N) Order-1605400.pdf 

26 19/02/2018 James Edwards (N) Alun Thomas (N) Hi Al, Please see the attached as discussed. I will pop down to Bedwas and see what paper files are available too.Thanks, Grenfell Tower Refurb.docx 

31/07/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Gareth Williams (N) No, they want it doing and add costs to our claim with their insurance. Discussions regarding units no longer needed for Grenfell Tower due to 

27 the fire. 

31/07/2017 Gareth Williams (N) Nathan Wood (FW) I'm glad you have a solution for it then. 

Doesn't that result in the client being paid twice fort he unit? (Once via Grenfell insurance and a second time through the new contract) and 

you only getting paid once? 

It might be worth having it checked, as if they ever come back to you asking for the unit for the insurance firm, you wouldn't have one to give 

them. 

Let me know the outcome of it as it's an interesting one to follow 

Thanks 

28 

31/07/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Gareth Williams (N) HI Gareth, 

Yea it's a tricky one, 

I'm waiting for guidance from our client, who suggested we offer it back to you initially, 

However since my email, they have asked if I can have it rebuilt and deliver to another site. 

29 Regards 

31/07/2017 Gareth Williams (N) Alun Thomas (N) and Forward of email chain between Gareth Williams and Nathan Wood 

30 Nigel Clements (N) 

31/07/2017 Gareth Williams (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

I wouldn't have thought this would be something that we would be interested in (all be it, we have never been asked this before). 

I assume the value of your order to your customer will be covered through their insurance policies etc. so that you do not lose out 

commercially? If this is the case, wouldn't the insurance firm therefore own the unit, so it strictly wouldn't be Farmwood's to sell on?Thanks 

31 

31/07/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Gareth Williams (N) Hi Gareth, 

I discussed with Sam Dore the possibility of Nuaire taking back the above unit we purchased for Grenfell tower. 

We had 21K of fans go up in smoke and this unit was due on site the day after the disastrous fire. 

It is flat packed and palletised with no damage. 

Would you be interested in buying it back? 

32 Please let me know either way. 

33 17/07/2017 Martin Payne (PP) Mark Huxtable (N) Thanks Mark -very useful.Obviously keep me informed if you get any Grenfell related communication.Kind regards 
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14/07/2017 Mark Huxtable (N) Martin Payne (PP) Martin, Grenfell Tower Refurb.docx; 1279 SEA (04) 104 -

Proposed Walkway +1 plan.pdf 
I asked Alun Thomas to pull together some information regarding the equipment Nuaire has supplied to the Grenfell Tower refurbishment 

project and RMI works before or after:-

In reference to Grenfell Tower 

In summary, our customer was the M&E contractor JS Wright who we deal with on a regular basis, and the M&E consultant was Max Fordham 

LLP, a well-respected design consultant who we know well and call upon regularly. The value of goods supplied was £28k. 

Some points worth noting:-

• Nuaire supplied window kits for all CYFAN units as per JS Wright's request. We have no detail on where they chose to install them, and gave 

no advice on system design or their interface with other components or aspects within the building. 

• Nuaire supplied a few ducted OPUS fans on the project which were specified, but we have not provided any ducting only external grills. Fire 

dampers, if present, would be supplied by others etc .... 

• Nuaire managed to break Flakt-Woods specification on the basement supply & extract axial fans, and these were not for smoke extraction 

but general ventilation. The system design would have probably been completed by others on the instruction of the M&E Consultant not 

Nuaire. 

•There was an aftersales query on Grenfell towers regarding ant-backdraught shutters installed with CYFAN chattering in the wind, but this 

was resolved by the contractor, JS Wright. 

•To our knowledge no Domus product was supplied. 

Products supplied to Grenfell Tower 

With respect to the products supplied by Nuaire during the recent refurbishment programme the details are summarised as follows:-

34 

3S 26/06/2017 Nicola Powell (N) Paul Williams (N) Screen shot of order form 

36 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1634711.pdf 

37 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1612601.pdf 

38 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-16S6891.pdf 

39 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1648893.pdf 

40 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-162660S.pdf 

41 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-162414S.pdf 

42 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1620261.pdf 

43 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1619703.pdf 

44 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-160S400.pdf 

4S 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1612601.pdf 

46 22/06/2017 Helen Rees (N) Helen Rees (N) Order-1634711.pdf 

lS/06/2017 Beverley Berry (N) Darren Plumb (N) Hi Darren, Just a quick e-mail to advise I have cancelled an order off the system today for Farmwood Mech. 

Order value 4952.06 

The unit was for the Grenfell Tower which as we are all aware was on fire yesterday 

The a re 1704985 

You will see the adjustment on the figures tonight 

47 

lS/06/2017 Callum Graham (N) Alun Thomas (N) Hi Alun, Please see below JS Wrights order for Grenfell Tower. 

You are correct they did install the fans with window kits on this project. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards, 

48 

lS/06/2017 Nicola Powell (N) Callum Graham (N) Hi 

Please see below and there are a further4 on arc 1634711 

49 

so lS/06/2017 Nicola Powell (N) Callum Graham (N) Screen shot of order form 

14/06/2017 Mark Huxtable (N) David Hall (PP) David, 

We don't really know as yet. Works must be continuing as we were due to deliver more equipment there this morning. 

I will keep you informed. 

Sl 

S2 14/06/2017 James Gardiner (N) James Gardiner (N) Quote-117981S.pdf 
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14/06/2017 David Hall (PP) Mark Huxtable (N) Thanks Mark, I had wondered if you had any smoke evacuation fans in there but I assume not from your email. I haven't looked but was the fire 

a result of the refurbworks? 

David 
53 

14/06/2017 James Edwards (N) Alun Thomas (N) Hi Al, Please see the list of everything I can find we supplied to Grenfell Tower:-

11 x ES-OPUSDCllO-M 

30x XS6WA 

1 x S5-250 

1 x AXT112DG-41A3+0P 

1 x AXT56X-48A3+0A 

54 There were ancillary items with these and you said you were aware of the CYFAN's. 

14/06/2017 Beverley Berry (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Just to advise I have stopped the unit from being delivered. Due to the circumstances this morning would you like me cancel the order? 

Terrible news. 

Regards 

55 

14/06/2017 Mark Huxtable (N) David Hall (PP) David, 
Just in case you get the question, Nuaire has supplied small bathroom ventilation equipment, (CYFAN), to the M&E Contractor JS Wright during 

the recent refurbishment programme which we understand to be on-going. 

Most of the high rise buildings in London will have Nuaire equipment of some sort, and has done since the mid 70's. 

Regards, 

56 

57 14/06/2017 

13/06/2017 CommercialOrders@nu Nathan Wood (FW) Part/full delivery of your order NW/GRENFELL/8001A (our ref 1704985) is about to be scheduled for delivery on 16/06/17, subject to account Order-1704985.pdf 

aire.co.uk status. 

Michael Samuel 

Nuaire 

58 

30/05/2017 CommercialOrders@nu Nathan Wood (FW) Your items on order NW/GRENFELL/8001A are about to commence manufacture and will be delivered to site on your agreed date. Delivery Order-1704985.pdf 

aire.co.uk subject to account status. 

Michael Samuel 

Nuaire 

59 

24/05/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Mike Samuel (N) Yes please proceed. 

Delivery to Farmwood please 

Nathan Wood - Farmwood Ltd 

(send via my phone) 

60 

19/05/2017 Foo Wong (N) Mike Samuel (N) Hi Mike, 

Lead time improved, see attached. 

1704985 

61 

18/05/2017 Foo Wong (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

Nice one, go easy on all those donuts rn 

Your order will be processed using your quote reference number 1350302. The order confirmation with the delivery details will follow shortly 

from my colleagues. Our orders team may contact you to discuss this order if more information is required. 

62 If there is anything else I can help you with please do not hesitate to contact me again. 

18/05/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Foo Wong (N) Hi Foo, 

Big thanks for your help on this one, please proceed using order number: NW/GRENFELL/8001a 

Appreciate any improvement on the delivery date. 

Unfortunately I don't play golf with any of the Nuaire directors, and not a man to beg but I do have good contacts with Krispy Kreme rn 

Have a good evening, 

63 
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18/05/2017 Foo Wong (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, Quote-1350302.pdf; Data Sheets 1350302-

Grenfell -170518.pdf 

Many thanks for this enquiry. 

Please find attached your quotation along with the associated data sheets for technical approval. 

Should you be in a position to place an order, please email me with your purchase order number or reference and delivery requirements along 

with the quotation reference number 1350302. 

64 

02/05/2017 CommercialOrders@nu Nathan Wood (FW) Part/full delivery of your order NW/GRENFELL/8001 (our ref 1698159) is about to be scheduled for delivery on 03/05/17, subject to account Order-1698159.pdf 

aire.co.uk status. 
Michael Samuel 

Nuaire Ltd 

65 

27/04/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order-1698159.pdf 

Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 

If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

Customer PO: NW/GRENFELL/8001 

Customer: 5744832-00 Farmwood Mechanical Electrical 

Contact: Mr Nathan Wood 

Prepared by: Michael Samuel 

66 

Tel:~ 
Email: nuaire.co.uk 

25/04/2017 CommercialOrders@nu Nathan Wood (FW) Part/full delivery of your order NW/GRENFELL/8001 (our ref 1698159) is about to be scheduled for delivery on 03/05/17, subject to account Order-1698159.pdf 

aire.co.uk status. 

Michael Samuel 

Nuaire Ltd 

Please find attached your order confirmation. 

67 **PLEASE DO NOT REPLY** 

18/04/2017 CommercialOrders@nu Nathan Wood (FW) Your items on order NW/GRENFELL/8001 are about to commence manufacture and will be delivered to site on your agreed date. Delivery Order-1698159.pdf 

aire.co.uk subject to account status. 

Michael Samuel 

Nuaire Ltd 

Please find attached your order confirmation. 

**PLEASE DO NOT REPLY** 

68 

05/04/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

As discussed, please can you confirm if we are to continue to build the SQFTA44ES? 

Any queries, please let me know. 

Regards 

69 

30/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

Sorry we cannot, it's gone right to the top of the chain but the best we can physically do is the 3/5/17. 

Please can you advise what you would like us to do? 

Thanks 

Mike 

70 
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30/03/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Mike Samuel (N) Mike, 

I need them yesterday! 
Vectaire can deliver to me in 2 weeks! 

Can you match this? 

71 

30/03/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Mike Samuel (N) Hi Nathan, 

Is there an absolute latest date this needs to be? 

Thanks 

Mike 

72 

30/03/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Mike Samuel (N) Hi Mike, 

Due to the long lead time I'm looking to other suppliers, 

Ill come back to you today either way. 

Thanks 
73 

29/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

Is the SQFTA44ES still required? 

Any queries, please let me know. 

Regards 

Mike 

74 

24/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

Is there any further news on this order? 

Any queries, please let me know. 

Regards 

Mike 

75 

23/03/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Mike Samuel (N) Mike, 

Please hold fire, 
My client is checking if this delay will cause issues on site. 

Ill come back to you asap 
Cheers 

76 

23/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) info@farmwood.co.uk Hi All, Order-1698159.pdf 

Please see the below. 

Thanks 

Mike 

77 

23/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Sian Atkinson Hi Sian, Order-1698159.pdf 

Please see the below. I had a bounce back email from Nathan - I am sure this can wait for Nathan to return but just an FYI. 

Thanks 

Mike 

78 
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23/03/2017 Mike Samuel (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Good Morning Nathan, Order-1698159.pdf 

Many thanks for your order, your confirmation is attached. 

The best date we can currently offer on delivery is the 3/5/17, please can you advise if this date is acceptable? 

Any queries, please let me know. 

Regards 

Mike 

79 

22/03/2017 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Many thanks for your purchase order. 

I've passed this to our Orders Team who will send you order confirmation and confirm delivery date shortly. 

Kindest regards 

Rhian 
80 

22/03/2017 Rhian Speake (N) Commercial Orders (N) Hi Team 

Please can you process this order for Nathan at Farmwood. 

Kind regards 

Rhian 
81 

22/03/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Rhian Speake (N) Rhian, Please proceed with order: NW/Grenfell/8001. Farmwood 

Delivery to our office asap, Purchase Order 

Thankyou Reference 

NW/Grenfell/8001 

82 

20/03/2017 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Hope I find you well. .... 

The current lead time for quote 1332669 is 31 working days= Friday Sth May 2017 if ordered today. 

Hope this helps. 

If you require any further information please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards 

Rhian 

83 

17/03/2017 Jim Norris (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

I have asked manufacturing and the best they can do for one is 30th May, and two will be approx. 1 week more. Once you get the order over, 

they may be able to move dates around. 

Best regards, 

84 
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09/03/2017 Jim Norris (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Dear Nathan, Quote- Quote, Summary fan data sheets x2 

1332669.pdf; 

Please find attached your revised quotation as discussed. Alongside this are Data Sheets with duties and installation information included. 1332669-Grenfell-

170309; 

I have attached the data sheets of the EST-X unit, to allow you to compare the two performance curves. FanDataSheets-

20170309154443 

To place an order then please use quote reference: 1332669 

If you require any further information or if you wish to place an order then please reply to this email or contact me on the numbers below. 

Kind Regards, 

85 

86 09/03/2017 Jim Norris (N) Jim Norris (N) Summary fan data sheet 
09/03/2017 Jim Norris (N) Jim Norris (N) Quote 1332669 pdf 

Please find attached the quotation 1332669 for project: 

Grenfell 

Reference: 16/03756/COM 

Customer: 5744832-00 Farmwood Mechanical Electrical 

Contact: Mr Nathan Wood ~farmwood.co.uk) 

Prepared by: Jim Norris nuaire.co.uk) 

The quote is in the attached file Quote-1332669.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 

87 

09/03/2017 Jim Norris (N) Rhian Speake (N) Comment Added by Jim Norris at 09-MAR-201715:46:16 Project Ref 16/03756/COM 

Project Name GRENFELL 

Comment:-

TEL CALL - reselection made on saleable unit - spoke to Nathan and confirmed unit is cheaper, smaller and quieter 

88 

03/02/2017 Ja mes Chard (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

No problems is there just a quick summary of works carried out or copy of the report? 

Just so I can add to file and close once invoice is received for any audit purposes 

Thanks 

89 

03/02/2017 Ja mes Chard (N) Lisa McDonald Hiya love Chain of emails between Toby Guise and Nigel 

Clements re servicing. 

Can you just raise a quick job on this one please its only so we can pay Nathan. 

Nathan was conducting works for JS wright but were not on the supplier list so Nigel agreed to process via us with JS Wright. 

Instruction just to read paperwork to cover site inspection visit on 02/02/2017. Arc 1620261 unit code is AXT112DG-41A3+0P. Contact Toby 

Guise 

Thanks 

90 
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02/02/2017 Jim Norris (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Dear Nathan, Quote 1322609 pdf, fan data summary sheet 

Please find attached your quotation as requested. Alongside this are Data Sheets with duties and installation information included. 

The EST16-X is obsolete and non saleable. Please see alternative unit, or provide airflow duties and resistance to select a suitable alternative. 

To place an order then please use quote reference: 1322609 

If you require any further information or if you wish to place an order then please reply to this email or contact me on the numbers below. 

Kind Regards, 

91 

02/02/2017 Jim Norris (N) Jim Norris (N) Quote 1322609 pdf 

Please find attached the quotation 1322609 for project: 

Grenfell 

Reference: 16/037S6/COM 

Customer: 5744832-00 Farmwood Mechanical Electrical 

Contact: Mr Nathan Wood ~farmwood.co.uk) 

Prepared by: Jim Norris Email:-@nuaire.co.uk) 

The quote is in the attached file Quote-1322609.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 

92 

02/02/2017 Jim Norris (N) Rhian Speake (N) Project Ref 16/037S6/COM 

Project Name: GRENFELL 

Project Coordinator rhianspe 

email to-@nuaire.co.uk 

Quote 1322609 has been produced for this Project which is COMPLETED. 

Please Review Project and update any forecasting Flags. 

93 

02/02/2017 Jim Norris (N) Rhian Speake (N) Comment Added by Jim Norris at 02-FEB-201716:13:26 Project Ref 16/037S6/COM 

Project Name GRENFELL 

Comment:-

Sent at trade to Farmwood 

94 

02/02/2017 Jim Norris (N) Jim Norris (N) summary fan data sheet 

9S 

02/02/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) James Chard (N) email subject: "RE: JSW10914 - Grenfell Tower- Farmwoods"Hi James, 

As discussed please see serial number forthe kit inspected for JSW 

3163362 -AXT12DG unit 

Please forward SRF for the works. 

96 Cheers 

31/01/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Leah Trimm (N) Hi Leah, 

Project ref is Grenfell, 

Regards 

97 
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31/01/2017 Leah Trimm (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Good Afternoon Nathan, 

Thank you for your enquiry. 

In order to proceed with your quotation, we need to have a more specific project/site name, is this something you could please provide? 

Thank you, 
Leah 

98 

31/01/2017 Darren Plumb (N) Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Can someone please quote this? I understand it may have to go via Colin Biggs? 

Thanks 

Darren 

99 

31/01/2017 Nathan Wood (FW) Darren Plumb (N) Hi Darren, 

Please advise costs for the equivalent unit as above. 
Ref is Grenfell towers quoted some time ago. 

As always best price needed please. 
Cheers 

100 

30/01/2017 Ja mes Chard (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Nathan 

As discussed can you please attend on Wednesday and I will raise the job retrospectively once we know the unit codes and arc numbers etc 

I have managed to find an order in 2015 for two twin axial fans but would rather raise when we have accurate details, 

Cheers 

101 

27/01/2017 Toby Guise (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Thank you for your assistance in this Nigel, much appreciated. 

Toby Guise 

Associate Director 

Hea Ith, Safety & Quality 

Head Office 

J 5 Wright & Co Ltd 

102 

27/01/2017 Nigel Clements (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan, 

Copy for reference. 

We will raise a job on Monday for this. 

Best regards, 

Nigel 

103 
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27/01/2017 Nigel Clements (N) Aftercare (JSW) Hi Steve, 

Thanks for sending this through. I have spoken with Nathan Wood, Technical Director at Farmwoods, to explain the situation and due to the 

urgency, we will issue them an instruction to attend on Wednesday as planned. They will issue and invoice to us in this instance and we can 

then invoice you directly. 

Hopefully this will allow you sufficient time to add them to your database for future FM service works as discussed with Toby as normally this is 

not something we undertake. 

Please feel free to contact us if you need any further assistance. 

Kind regards, 

Nigel 

104 

27/01/2017 Afterca re (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Good afternoon Nigel, Grenfell Tower JSW10914 - Grenfell Tower- Nu Air.docx 

Nu Air JSW10914 

Further to you conversation with Toby, please find attached our purchase order attached. 

The appointment to attend to Grenfell Tower has been arranged direct with Farmwoods and the appointment has been confirmed to attend on 

the lst of February between 8-8:30am. 

Kind regards, 

Steve Brown 

Aftercare Supervisor 

Head Office 

105 

27/01/2017 Ja mes Chard (N) Nigel Clements (N) HI Nigel 

Nothing I'm aware of reading the trail sounds like they've been there some time and Nathan has quoted for something previously. 

Thanks 

106 

27/01/2017 Nigel Clements (N) James Chard (N) FYI - I'll need to ring Nathan. Presume we have had no involvement to date? Emails re servicing 

Nigel 

107 
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109 

20/10/2016 

110 

20/10/2016 

111 

From 

Toby Guise (JSW) 

Sam Price (N) 

c 
To 

Nigel Clements (N) 

D 

Content 

Good morning Nigel. 

I am hoping you can help with the below. 

We need to get Nuaire out for a joint attendance with our controls sub-contractor to service some fans and we are getting some resistance in 

regards to raising a purchase order. 

We are experiencing some issues with our client and their interpretation of maintenance/defects attendances and have agreed to assist them. 

We are aware that you use Farmwoods as a sub-contractor and we are being told that we need to get them out as this is a service and not 
installation. 

Our substantial orders are with Nuaire not Farmwoods. 

I'm sure you will be well aware of the somewhat cumbersome procedures to get suppliers onto financial systems. 

We have no issue raising a PO with yourselves and hope that you can intervene and get this sorted so that I can give a full account of actions in 

this Mondays Board meeting. 

Please feel free to give me a call to discuss further. Thank you. 

Kind regards, 

Toby Guise 

Associate Director 

Health, Safety and Quality 

Head Office 

Antony Willmott (JSW) email subject: "RE: JSW10059 -103 Grenfell Tower"Good afternoon, 

The grill will be with you on 24th October. 

Kind Regards 

Sam 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Sam Price (N) Good afternoon Sam, 

Sam Price (N) 

Thank you for your email. 

Please could we have this part sent to the following address:-

Thanks in advance. 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi 

Please can you also confirm the delivery address forthe part. 

Kind Regards 

Sam 

N ua ire reference Attachements 

Emails re servicing 

Order 1677802 pdf 
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20/10/2016 Sam Price (N) Suzy Edwards (N) Hi 

Please can you also confirm the delivery address for the part. 

Kind Regards 

Sam 

112 

20/10/2016 Sam Price (N) Antony Willmott (JSW) Good afternoon, JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower Pie 2.jpg; 

JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower pie 3.jpg; 

Thank you for your enquiry. JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower.jpg 

I will send the grill out for you asap. I am currently waiting for a delivery date and will advise you when I have one. 

Kind Regards Sam 

113 

20/10/2016 Suzy Edwards (N) Sam Price (N) Hi Sam JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower Pie 2.jpg; 

JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower pie 3.jpg; 

Can you please deal with this, not sure of the warranty status JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower.jpg 

Thanks 
Suzy 

114 

20/10/2016 Antony Willmott (JSW) Suzy Edwards (N) Good morning Suzy, JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower Pie 2.jpg; 

Please find attached the unit which is installed in 103 Grenfell Tower. JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower pie 3.jpg; 

This unit was replace on 07/10 after we have to order a new extractor fan on 20/09. JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower.jpg 

If you need any more information please call us on 

Kind regards, 

llS 

20/10/2016 Suzy Edwards (N) Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi Anthony 

Can you please let me know what unit type and serial number of the unit so that I can check warranty status. 

Many thanks 

Suzy 

116 

20/10/2016 Antony Willmott (JSW) Suzy Edwards (N) Good afternoon, 

We have receive a report from one of our engineer who attended to 103 Grenfell Tower on 20/10 who has informed us that he has spoken 

with your technical team and has been informed that we need to order a new part for this defect. 

He has informed us that the part code we need it 776513 which should be a magnet which is on the front of the grill. 

Can we please have a quote for this part? 

Thanks in advance. 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

117 

23/09/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Evening both. Been a manic week since we met Tuesday. Firstly thank you for your hospitality and support on Tuesday. It is very much 

appreciated and shows we have a strong relationship. 

As discussed on Tuesday the Grenfell issue as far as JSW is closed and there will be no further discussions relating to the issues encountered. 

JSW will deal with associated costs on the fan replacements. 

Thank you for your continued support on the JAC issues. Have a great weekend. 

Just JAC to sort out ! !!! 
Phil Leech 

118 
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123 

From 

Suzy Edwards (N) 

c D 

To Content 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi Anthony 

Perhaps your engineers name and address, I have attached our return label but it is for the faulty item when available for collection. 

Many thanks 
Suzy 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Suzy Edwards (N) Good morning Suzy, 

Suzy Edwards (N) 

Thank you for your email. 

Do we need to put anything on the front of the box? 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi Anthony 

I have requested TNT collect from your offices today and deliver to the address below (delivery to engineer estimated 23.09.16), if I can be of 

any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Kind Regards 

Suz 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Suzy Edwards (N) Good Morning Suzy, 

James Thomas (N) 

Hope you are well. 

We need this part delivered to our engineer at the following address:-

When they come and collect this item please ask them to come to the ground floor office where we are located. 

Thanks in advance. 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi Anthony, 

I will look into it my end, see if I can locate the order, and I will get back to you to let you know the outcome to see if we can issue a new unit 

under warranty for you. 

Kind Regards, 

N ua ire reference Attachements 

Return label 
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20/09/2016 Antony Willmott (JSW) James Thomas (N) Good afternoon James, 

These are the only pictures we have been given by our engineer who attended site. 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

124 

20/09/2016 James Thomas (N) Antony Willmott (JSW) Hi Anthony, 

Hope you are well? 

Do you have the serial number of the unit or the original order number? 

May be able to get a new unit out under warranty? 

Kind Regards, 

12S 

20/09/2016 Antony Willmott (JSW) Suzy Edwards (N) Good afternoon Suzy, JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower Pie 2.jpg; 

JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower pie 3.jpg; 

Can we please have a quote for a new extraction fan we have installed at Grenfell Tower? JSW100S9 -103 Grenfell Tower.jpg 

Please find pictures attached of the unit. 

Thanks in advance. 

Kind regards, 

Antony Willmott 

Aftercare Administrator 

Head Office 

126 

2S/08/2016 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Hope I find you well. ...... 

I would be grateful if you could update me on the current status of the above mentioned project which was quoted to yourselves on 17 /02/16. 

Thank you Nathan, I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

127 

28/06/2016 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Hope I find you well. ...... 

I would be grateful if you could update me on the current status of the above mentioned project which was quoted to yourselves on 17/02/15. 

Thank you Nathan, I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Kind regards 

128 

22/06/2016 Gareth Williams (N) Dale Mason (N) Morning Dale 

Springs will be sent down from Bedwas today and will drop them off when I receive. 

Best Regards 

129 
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21/06/2016 Dale Mason (N) Gareth Williams (N) Hi Gareth, 

Not sure of you can help or whether maybe Duncan Wrigley can but we are looking for a qty of 280 springs for the Cyfan shutter for Grenfell 

tower to go out the door tomorrow. 

Can you being them to Nigel for them to go with the shutters at my desk 

Thanks, 
130 

15/06/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 

We'll speak with Richard Jenkins and get the new parts sent to their London address. 

We have not agreed to fit them despite their request and the last communication was your letter to Phil Leech lOth May 2016 following 

discussions with no commitment on this as far as I know. 

Regards, 

Nigel 

131 

15/06/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, 

Can you pick this one up please? Have we had previous agreement on who will be doing the installation (don't contact them though please)? 

Regards 

Alun 

132 

15/06/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Alun Thomas (N) Alun 

Can you please arrange for the fan parts to be delivered to our London office ASAP. 

133 Please can you confirm when these can be delivered. 

11/05/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun 

No, at 619Pa the pressure started to push the shutter back through 

134 

10/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Alun Thomas (N) Alun 

Thanks for the information. As you say good to talk it through earlier. I have issued on the relevant items and we will wait for approval. 

Hopefully once approved we can then talk through the detail on install etc ..... but lets get it signed off lst. 

Thanks again forthe response. Apologies again for my very direct emails but I felt we were not being heard, clearly I was wrong so apologies 

and thanks for your involvement. 

Speak next week Alun. 

135 
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10/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Phil Leech (JSW) Phil, TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 14.04.16.pdf; 

180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW Grenfell 

Good to speak to you a moment ago. Tower.docx; Warranty and Wind Speed.pdf 

Please find attached the information that we discussed: 

1. A full test has been conducted on the new damper prototype and you can see the results in the attachment "TR 1420 Pressure Test Report". 

This report was sent to Alan Whyte and Dave Cook on 14/04/2016 as supporting evidence to the letter we sent to Alan on the 16/02/2016 (see 
attachment " ... Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW ... ") 

a. This shows that the rubber ribbed version of the damper we have developed for you can withstand up to a 32.2 m/sec wind speed. 

b. As discussed, we are looking for confirmation that this is an acceptable wind speed before we proceed with any corrective actions. 

2. We have manufactured the replacement shutters as requested and are awaiting confirmation of the above point before we dispatch them. 

a. Please confirm where you would like us to send these. 

3. We can confirm that exchanging the dampers for this new design will not affect or void your current warranty on the product. We will 

continue to honour the original 5 year warranty detailed in our l&M's from the date of delivery as per our conditions of sale. 

a. I have prepared this as a letter ("warranty and wind speed") which you should be able to use in your discussions with your client. 

4. As discussed, we believe that we are being asked to make changes to our product to meet a retrospective specification, which has not yet 

even been confirmed. 

a. As a goodwill gesture, we are happy to support JSW and provide the dampers FOC; absorbing all of the R&D, testing and rapid 

prototype/manufacturing costs to date. 

b. We feel that JSW would be better suited to undertake the installation works at their cost given the commitments we have made so far. 

c. As discussed, please forward your anticipated costs for the planned work and we will review these to see if Nuaire can offer some support 

(either on this project or future ones). 

d. Nuaire will provide one of our aftersales team to be present on the first day of JSW installation to support and train your installers. Please let 

us know when you would like this arranged -we would appreciate a week's notice to make arrangements if possible. 

136 Nuaire will continue to support JSW though this and future projects - I trust this shows our commitment to resolve this project with you. 

10/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 14.04.16.pdf 

Just a thought: 

Did the ribbed one fail at 619Pa or was this the highest the fan would go? IE could the ribbed one handle more than the 619Pa? 

Regards 

Alun 

137 

10/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Phil Leech (JSW) Phil, 

I would appreciate a moment of your time to go over the Grenfell Tower project that both of our teams have been discussing. I have prepared 

a letter to address the items you have highlighted, but there are a few things I would like to clarify before I send it to you. 

Could you give me a call at your earliest convenience please? 

138 

10/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Wayne Glover (N) Gents, 100516 Letter Mr Phil Leech JSW Grenfell 

Tower.docx; TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 

This is the letter that will be going to Phil Leech at JS Wright around 14:00 today. Can you please review this letter before that time and let me 14.04.16.pdf; 180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW 

know if there are any changes you would like made. Grenfell Tower.docx 

Regards 

Alun 

139 

10/05/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Phil Leech (JSW) Morning Phil, 

A letter will be issued today addressing the points raised by Alan. There are a few points of clarification required with our Director of Business 

Operations, Alun Thomas, so either he or I will respond on this shortly. 

140 

10/05/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 100516 Letter Mr Phil Leech JSW Grenfell 

Draft response to Phil Leech for reference. Tower.docx; TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 

Nigel 14.04.16.pdf; 180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW 

141 Grenfell Tower.docx 
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10/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Please see thee mail below. This letter has been promised by NuAire but still not issued. I believe this is with you?? Can you please action as 

my email below. 

Thank you 

Phil Leech 

National Contracts Director 

J S Wright & co ltd 

142 

09/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale 

Still no letter from yourselves as promised. If I do not receive this bye mail tomorrow I will issue a notice letter condemning the units as unfit 

for purpose and request a total replacement at Nuaire cost plus any other costs incurred. This can be avoided, please just issue the letter as 
promised. 

Can you also issue me Nigel Clements email address so that I can forward this and discuss another issue with him. 

143 

09/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, 

Just spoke to Andrew a moment ago: he is of the same opinion that we should push back on the installation costs and stand our ground on the 

"fit-for-purpose" argument. Andrew will brief Mike Lunn so he is also aware of our position - this should ensure we are all on the same page 

if/when we get the call. 

Can we please prepare the response to JS wright along these lines and circulate internally for comment before we send it to them. 

Regards 

144 

06/05/2016 Dale Mason (N) Andrew Sellman (N) Morning both, 

Further to Alun's email yesterday please see below chaser from JS Wright received this morning. 

Best regards, 

145 

06/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale, I did not see the letter promised. Was it issued and can you email me a copy 

146 Phil Leech 

05/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Corinne Duggan (N) Great work -thanks. Rydon's may not have any quotes to them directly, but may be the owner of some projects where we have quoted the 

subcontractors on the projects (ie we have quoted JS Wrights on Glenville, but not Rydon's). Is there any way to find out the value of Rydon's 

work that our contractors may be tending on? 

147 Regards 

05/05/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Andrew Sellman (N) Andy, TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 14.04.16.pdf; 

Here is the information Wayne will be calling you about in a moment: Corrine is preparing some future spend analysis for JS Wright for both 180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW Grenfell 

commercial and Residential and then also for Rydons to help us with our decision. Our position at the moment is as per Nigel's email below. Tower.docx 

I think we should agree the extended warranty on the Shutters (parts only), but I think we should push back on the installation costs (Upward 

of £30k). 

Regards 

Alun 

148 

05/05/2016 Corinne Duggan (N) Alun Thomas (N) This is the project - thanks in advance TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 14.04.16.pdf; 

180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW Grenfell 

Regards Tower.docx 

Alun 

149 
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04/05/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, Just to update you, this has been escalated by JSW as per Phil Leach's (National Contracts Director) email below. TR 1420 Pressure Test Report RJ 14.04.16.pdf; 

Following on from the many emails defending the 'fitness for purpose' against an unknown performance specification (i.e. any wind pressure) 180216 Letter Mr Alun Whyte JSW Grenfell 

we offered to supply strengthened shutters FOC as agreed (performance report as attached.) Tower.docx 
Despite chasing JSW previously for a timeframe for them to fit them, they have now responded and Phil Leach is now requesting we undertake 

these works for the 120 fans on site in occupied properties or replace all fans with an alternative that will 'work correctly in the installation 

conditions' - an open ended requirement that we have previously contested. 

They are also now requesting confirmation of the warranty for the revised shutters and what would be in place should the shutters fail at a 

later date. 

We need to agree our next course of action but there are obvious commercial considerations and costs to be considered as to agree would be 

to accept liability which I think is unreasonable. 

I am on holiday tomorrow and Dale is on site in London but Phil has requested confirmation of our position tomorrow. 

150 Thanks, 

04/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Thank you Dale 

Can you also confirm who will be fitting these. Will it be yourselves which is our preferred option. Can you please confirm. I look forward to the 

full response tomorrow. 

151 

04/05/2016 Dale Mason (N) Phil Leech (JSW) Hi Phil, Thanks for your time on the phone earlier. 

As discussed, we have the remaining modified shutters ready for despatch. Please can you confirm if we are to send them to the same address 

as before below; 

FAO David Hughes 

Rydon Maintenance Ltd 

Grenfell Tower 

Grenfell Road 

Notting Barns 

London 

Wll lTQ 

152 As discussed, my manager Nigel will respond in regards to our warranty cover, this will be our standard warranty for faults. 

04/05/2016 Dale Mason (N) Phil Leech (JSW) Phil, 

Thank you for your email. I have been in a meeting this morning and just seen your emails. 

I called your office but was unsuccessful in obtaining your contact number. I left my contact details below for you to call me at your 

convenience. 

153 I look forward to hearing from you. 

154 04/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Any response at all Dale ???? 

03/05/2016 Phil Leech (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale. Can you please call me on this issue which needs to be resolved by COP tomorrow. 

We either need yourselves to confirm all of the items requested by Alan and replace the shutters as required or we will request that Nuaire 

make arrangements to replace all units in heir entirety for something that will work correctly in the installation conditions. Without your 

confirmation they will be deemed not fit for purpose. 

Obviously something that we all want to avoid. Can you please contact me in the morning to discuss closure of this long outstanding issue. 

155 

27/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, Please proceed with manufacture of the dampers with modification to strengthen the spine. 

I will try and find out how many exactly are required for the higher floors today and confirm. 

156 Thanks, 

27/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale/Nigel 

Can you please satisfy the requirements our client below swiftly before COB 28.04.16 

157 

26/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale, I am yet to receive confirmation of the suitability of the strengthened shutter. 

I do feel you have no option but to proceed with manufacture, to ensure you have the items to hand. 

Questions have been raised regardingwarrantee on this part, and a course of action that would be in place should the shutters fail at a later 

date. 

I am expecting details today, on what assurances will be required from Nu-a ire in order to satisfy the client and will advise accordingly as soon 

as possible. 

JSW are now nearing the end of the requirement for a site presence, can you consider what is the most suitable way to have the shutters fitted 

and have a plan in place should this with Nu-a ire carrying out the works. 

158 Kind regards, 
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25/04/2016 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Thanks for getting back to me, it's appreciated. I've updated our records accordingly. 

Should you wish to discuss anything in the meantime, please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards, 

159 

25/04/2016 Nathan Wood (FW) Rhian Speake (N) Hi Rhian, 

The project is live and recently quoted to another contractor. 
Regards 

Nathan Wood 

Technical Director 

160 

25/04/2016 Rhian Speake (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Hi Nathan 

Hope I find you well. ...... 

I would be grateful if you could update me on the current status of the above mentioned project which was quoted to yourselves on 17/02/16. 

Thank you Nathan, I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Kind regards 

161 

25/04/2016 Jay Arnold (N) Christine Wiesztort Hi Christine, Many thanks for your order. Please find attached your order confirmation. If there is anything else I can help with please do not 33749 9497.pdf; 3482 Grenfell - traffic 

(JSW) hesitate to contact me. Regards, management planb rev 3.pdf; Order-1656891.pdf 

162 

25/04/2016 kathryn devine (N) Jay Arnold (N) Could you please process Order form, traffic management plan 

Thanks 

Kathryn 

163 

25/04/2016 James Thomas (N) Commercial Orders (N) Thank you Christine Order form, traffic management plan 

Many thanks for the order, much appreciated. My colleagues in the orders department will now confirm your order and delivery requirements 

Thanks again. 

164 

25/04/2016 Christine Wiesztort James Thomas (N) James 33749 9497.pdf; 3482 Grenfell - traffic 

(JSW) Please process your quotation T1251233T against our purchase order number 33749/9497 for urgent delivery to management planb rev 3.pdf 

Grenfell Tower (copy attached). 

All deliveries to be accepted and signed for by JS Wright personnel. Deliveries can only be made between the hours of 

09.30-1400hrs Monday to Friday. 

Site contact: Nick Ball -

In accordance with the Principal Contractor's instructions, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of the Site 

Traffic Management Plan when making deliveries. 

165 Kind regards, 
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25/04/2016 James Thomas (N) Christine Wiesztort Quote 1251233 

(JSW) 

Dear Christine, 

Please find attached your quotation as requested. 

To place an order then please use quote reference: 1251233 

If you require any further information or if you wish to place an order then please contact me on the numbers below or email your order 

confirmation along with your Purchase Order. 

Kind Regards, 

James Thomas Commercial Xpress 

166 

25/04/2016 James Thomas (N) Nicola Ford (N) Project Ref 14/00057 /COM 

Project Name: GRENFELL TOWER 

Project Coordinator rep_017 

email to~nuaire.co.uk 
Quote 1251233 has been produced for this Project which is COMPLETED. 

Please Review Project and update any forecasting Flags. 

167 

19/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Dear Alan, 

Just a quick note following on from the recent report on the modified backdraught shutters we have been advised the lead time for providing 
the balance of this modified component is approx. 5 working days. 
Please can you confirm if the balance is required and if so, when the first quantities will be called off? 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

168 Kind regards, 
14/04/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan/ Dave, Pressure Test Report 

My apologies. File is now attached for reference. 

Kind regards, 

Nigel 

169 

14/04/2016 David Cook (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, I don't have an attachment 

Kind regards, 

David Cook 
Associate Director 
Design 
Head Office 

170 

14/04/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Dear Alan, 

Please find attached the Test report from our Product Development team for the revised back draught shutters as requested. 

Kind regards, 
171 
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13/04/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Wayne Glover (N) Hi Wayne, 

Some quick notes as discussed. 

•Tracey Hall/ Steve Newman may contact you for authorisation to underwrite costs for dropping and rotating an ESSE6 unit at Dromore 

Primary School (M Nugents). Manufacturing put air flow arrows on the wrong way and hand over is imminent. TH trying to get ball park figure. 

JS Wright 

• Met with Steve Hancock (Associate Director-Contracts) to support them with Galliford's at JAC White City project in London last week to 

review XBC underperformance claim x 14 units from July last year. Commissioned and handed over c.18 mths ago and we suspect 'in use 

issues'/ lack of maintenance for performance drop off. Likely they will authorise a replacement unit to test 'original/handed over' performance. 

Agree that a witness test on the XBC45 would be good idea. 

• Whilst on site with Steve he mentioned he had not had much contact from Nuaire sales since Paul Smith's promotion. Was feeling a bit 

neglected as used to see Paul regularly at the Head Office in Birmingham. Steve also enquired if we were working with Barratts as JSW were 

doing quite a lot of projects for them. 

•Also, feedback from JSW and Galliford was that original consultant TACE were very poor and not co-operating. They had both had to re-

engineer vent/heating systems/ acoustics on recent projects including White City. 

•Grenfell Tower has raised its head again (Cyfan supplied in high rise application to JSW working for Rydon) and Richard Jenkins is working on 

test data for revised back draught shutter design. Mike Lunn is aware and we have both been in contact with Dave Cook (Associate Director-

Design) who is chasing an outcome on this. 

Nigel 

172 

12/04/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Micheal Lunn (N) Mike, 

I called Dave Cook to explain where we are on this and some of the previous history and have chased up test data with Richard Jenkins. 

Should be able to clarify max wind pressure on the shutter with and without rib tomorrow-waiting on RJ for this. 

I've advised David I'll email him and Alun Whyte as soon as I get the relevant information from RJ. 

There's quite a lot of previous correspondence on this and I have been to site so give me a call if you need further information. 

Regards, 

173 

12/04/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, Things have escalated a level with JS Wright as per Mike's email below. (I have left a message for Mike but am awaiting a reply as he is 

on a course.) 

Can you review JS Wright's request below and advise if we are able to comply with their test & reporting requirements on a potential solution. 

(Yellow highlight). 

Alun Thomas has tried to speak with Alun Whyte last week but AT is off ill so I'm not sure if any discussion has taken place. 

174 

11/04/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Micheal Lunn (N) Mike, 

This has been with Nigel for sometime now-protracted with Rydon and JS Wright and Nuaire helping out. Problem here is that Client is 

asking the impossible with no performance spec. 

Nigel is fully aware of this as is Dale and Alun. 

Geraint and Richard were involved in this originally and both have left. No performance spec from anyone has been issued on this. 

Nigel knows many of the Directors of JS Wright so hopefully can get a resolution on this shortly. 

175 

11/04/2016 Michael Lunn (N) Nigel Clements (N) Gents, 

Please see below. This is all the way up the tree at JS Wright now and I have been contacted by David Cook below to see if I can help. Is there 

anything Sales can do to try and push this along as the time scales aren't in our favour and this could cost a fortune if Wrights start proceedings 

against us. 

176 

11/04/2016 Michael Lunn (N) Dave Cook (JSW) Hi David, 

177 I will pick this up now and speak with my colleagues in the refurb division and after sales. 

11/04/2016 Dave Cook (JSW) Micheal Lunn (N) Mike, good to talk to you earlier, please see below/attached as discussed, as requested could you please advise on the current situation on this 

project and push to get a response over to Alan Whyte our contracts engineer as soon as possible 

Thanks for your help. 

178 
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07/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale Email chain attached 

As Nu-a ire are aware, this issue first raised last summer has gone on far too long, the patience of the TCTMO and Rydon Maintenance and JS 

Wright representatives has be exhausted. 

Can you please prove the performance of the back draft shutter with the added strengthening spine. 

The previous version has failed under wind loads experienced, which would lead me to believe the test undertaken has not simulated 

pressures which can be found in high rise buildings. 

Nu-a ire are our specialist in this field, and I am sure the following is already underway, confirm please. 

Firstly you would need to ascertain the pressure required to blow out the previous version of the back draft shutter, this will give data on the 

conditions that can be expected in high rise buildings and also can be exceeded. 

Secondly the pressure required to blow out the shutters with the strengthening plate needs to be proven, this will give data on the maximum 

wind load the item ea n resists. 

Thirdly you will need to collate this information into a formal report, with a closing statement of" the revised backdraft shutter can resist a 

maximum wind load of X, therefore is suitable for application at Grenfell Tower" 

Nu-a ire now have a very narrow window of opportunity to reduce the financial impact of their issue.JS Wright as of next week will gain access 

to each of the 120 occupied dwellings to address another mater. We will be aiming for a minimum of 10 dwelling per day, given a time span of 

12 working days to completion. 

The cost of required visits to replace the shutters can shared, should the required evidence of suitability be in place within 5 working days. 

179 

180 07/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Same email as above x2 - sent x3 in total Email chain attached 

06/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 

Please see contact details below. 

Alan Whyte 

181 

06/04/2016 Jonathon Earl (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale 

Have we compared the results with shutters without the spine, it would be an interesting comparison. 

Kind regards, 

182 

06/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Alun Thomas (N) Fyi regarding Grenfell Tower 

I'll talk to you during BPEC break 

Best regards 

Dale 

183 

06/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Dale 

Could you please forward the contact detail of your Director. 

The issue with the backdraft shutters requires escalation above our respective levels. 

184 Alan Whyte 

06/04/2016 David Hughes (RYD) Dale Mason (N) Hi Dale 

Site address is: 

Rydon Maintenance Ltd 

Grenfell Tower 

Grenfell Road 

Notting Barns 

London 

Wll lTQ 

Please address the package for my attention 

Kind regards 

185 
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06/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good morning Alan, 

I have with me 6 x shutters ready to be sent out, please confirm address for me to send them? 
With no specification on wind pressures to test against we carried out a simple test by blowing 601/s of air across the shutter. Results were the 
shutter remained rigid with the strengthening plate on the spine of the damper compared to without it where it bowed but again did not blow 
out. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

186 Kind regards, 

04/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, 

Any chance of a timeline on when your proposed solution will be available. 

Thanks, 
187 

04/04/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Dale Mason (N) Good afternoon Dale 

Whist it is appreciated that Nu-a ire are striving to resolve this issue a time frame is required. 

If you could give me a brief run down of the process that is taking place and a proposed delivery date, it would be a great help. 

Our client and myself have concerns over site trailing on site approach. 

Given that we are now getting away from the time of year were the affecting adverse weather conditions should not be prevalent, could you 

also inform us of Nu-a ires intensions of bench testing the shutters. 

This would give confidence of fitting 120no. unit with the revised shutter and assure further re- manufacture and revisits would not be 

required. 

Please respond by return. 

188 

04/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Jonathan Earl (JSW) Good afternoon Jonathan, 

Further to my email last week my colleague has proposed a potential solution which includes fitting a mechanical strengthening plate next to 

the spine of the damper. 

We will confirm when the above will be available for trialling on site. 

The difficulty we have is the tool used to manufacture the damper is multi-functional, a tooling modification would be a very lengthy and 

complex process. 

189 In the meantime if I can offer any further assistance please feel free to contact me directly. 

190 01/04/2016 Paul Williams (N) Dale Mason (N) THANKS PAL 

01/04/2016 Dale Mason (N) Jonathan Earl (JSW) Good morning Jonathan, 

I am sorry to hear the rubber shutters have been unsuccessful. 

In Nigel and Mike's absence I spoke with our product manager from our production and development team last night and he is working on this 

problem and looking at other possible solutions. We fully appreciate and understand the urgency and will come back to you ASAP. 

191 

01/04/2016 Paul Williams (N) Dale Mason (N) Dale Email trails attached 

Would you mind dropping the customer a quick e-mail to let them know where you are with the request please 

192 

31/03/2016 Dale Mason (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, Email trails attached 

Please see below email trail regarding the rubber shutters and the clients claim they are unsuitable! 

Please can I have your thoughts as it seems we may have to go back to the drawing board? I can obviously ask the question whether they 

installed the two springs and come back to you. 

Thanks, 

193 

194 31/03/2016 Paul Williams (N) Dale Mason (N) Email trails attached 

31/03/2016 Paul Williams (N) Jonathan Earl (JSW) Jonathon 

In the absence of my colleague Nigel Clements, I have escalated this through to Nigel's department to obtain a resolution for you. 

I will keep you informed of progress 

195 

31/03/2016 Jonathon Earl (JSW) Paul Williams (N) Gents Email trails attached 

It is urgent we resolve this issue, we have been talking solutions for months with little resolution. Please can you advise your immediate action 

we can take back to our client. 

Kind regards, 

196 
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31/03/2016 Paul Featherstone Paul Williams (N) Mike/Paul, 

(JSW) This is now causing extreme embarrassment to all. 

197 Please advise by return your intentions to resolve without further delay. 

31/03/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Paul Williams (N) Paul Email trails attached 

Can you please urgently address the below and attached in the absence of both Mike and Nigel. 
198 

31/03/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel/Mike As above 

The supplied lSno. back draft shutters have been fitted at Grenfell Tower. 
Early indications of satisfaction in reduction of noise levels, although officially unconfirmed, are a step in the right direction. 

However we now have an issue described below by David. 

Under the adverse weather conditions experienced at the weekend, the spine of the shutters has flexed under wind load and dislodged from 
the securing holes, rendering them unsuitable. 
We are aware Nu-a ire had not carried out any formal testing as informed in your attached email dated 11.03.16, but would assume that this 
has now taken place, and these results from the on-site trail from both an acoustic and material performance perspective come as no surprise. 
For the benefit of those cc'd and as an aide memoir i have attached previous correspondence of the timeline and detail of this issue and also 
the quotation supplied in May 2015 which states- "As there are spring loaded backdraught shutters supplied with the unit we can confirm 
that the unit is suitable for installation into high rise apartments as required" 
The patience and assistance exhibited by our client has now been exhausted, and the extreme measure put forward by the KCTMO 
representative of changing the external grill, would be the next highly costly step. 
Please respond by return with the swift course of action which Nu-a ire will be implementing to resolve this ongoing issue. 
Kind regards, 

199 

16/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Gareth Williams (N) Thanks Gareth. Appreciate you help with this. Sorry for all the running about. 

Nigel 

200 

15/05/2016 Gareth Williams (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Nigel 

I've placed them on your desk. 

Cheers 
201 

15/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Gareth Williams (N) Hi Gareth, 

Richard has provided 105 set of revised shutters forthe Grenfell Tower project but I need 2 no. springs for each (210 total). 

Any chance you could bring some up from Bedwas this week? 

Thanks 

Nigel 

202 

11/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

As advised previously, the fans are fit for purpose with regard to delivering the duty requirements as shown by the fan curve and performance 
data previously provided. 

The alternative shutter material has been prototyped as discussed with John to reduce the shutter impact from differential flow/pressure due 
to the C.O.W not agreeing to suggested fan settings from Rydon / JSW even though wind pressure and noise levels were not originally 
specified. The original intention from my discussion with John was for JSW to trial a few properties and assess the benefit. 

These shutters can be fitted with 2 x springs fitted as supplied to replace the existing shutter type but we have conducted no formal acoustic 
testing as these have been prototyped at short notice. 

We can provide further sets next week but I will have formal confirmation on Monday of the lead time for the balance of the 105 sets you 
requested. 

Best regards, 

203 
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10/03/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Ahead of the arrival of the backdraft shutters, could you provide some technical detail of how these will ensure the installed fans are fit for 
purpose. 

204 

10/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 
205 Just to update you, 15 sets are being sent for your attention at the London office by DHL for delivery tomorrow a.m. 

09/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Gareth Williams (N) Thanks Gareth. Appreciate your help. 

Customer increased the qty at short notice ... 

Nigel 

206 

09/03/2016 Gareth Williams (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Nigel 

I've got 20 odd springs and will drop them off on my way home approx 16:15. 

Cheers 

Gareth 

207 

09/03/2016 David Burton (N) Gareth Williams (N) Gareth, 

Could you bring some of the springs up from Bedwas when you can please. 

Thanks 

David 
208 

09/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, 
Looks like I'm going to need another 10 sets of the shutters fort hem to trial on top of the 5 I've got. 

Dave, 
Do you think we can get hold of some more sets of springs from the 770173 fixing kits for 15 Cyfan's so I can send with the shutters as once 

package? 

Thanks, 

209 

09/03/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Please send these to the London office on a next day. 
210 We need a minimum of 15 by the end of the week. 

09/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, I have some alternative shutters for you to trial. 
Can you confirm the best address to send these to and I'll send out 3 sets today for your attention. 

211 Best regards, 
08/03/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

I ran 150 pairs of shutters! I've only got a few of the stiffer springs though but you could double up on the ones we use at the moment 

Richard 

212 

08/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) HI Richard, 

I need to send some samples to site for testing this week. 

Do you still have these? 

Nigel 

213 
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08/03/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 
A new prototype shutter has been run with a different material formulation with a higher rubber content to help reduce noise issues. 

I am waiting to see if these can be sent to site for you to trial this week as discussed with John and will confirm a delivery date today for you. 
Best regards, 

214 

22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) John Heggs (JSW) John, 

Thanks for your time on the phone this afternoon. 

We are investigating other potential solutions to assist with this matter and are hopeful of having alternative prototype back draught shutter 
components in the next two weeks. 
We are looking into higher rubber content of the main shutter components to assist with noise suppression but these will require further 
testing or site trials to assess their effectiveness. 

215 I will let you know as soon as these become available so we can discuss how best to compare relative performance. 
22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, 

Just got off the phone with John Heggs at JSW. 
He wants us to pursue the 'rubberised' back draft shutter solution as he would prefer to address the 'chattering' noise issue rather than 
contest the energy argument. 
I have advised him we are 2 weeks away from prototype parts but he would like to trial parts on site as soon as they are available. 
Can you progress as discussed and let me know the earliest data we could get samples. 
Thanks 
Nigel 

216 

22/02/2016 John Heggs (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, 

That seems quite a high extract rate, I have had a quick chat with the consultant and he has asked what the difference is between this fan unit 
and the other unit specified by Nu Aire for High Rise blocks. His concern is with the increased extract rate there is obviously an increase in make 
up air which requires heating in the winter months and effectively makes the increased insulation on the outer of the building pointless. 
Is removing the shutters the right solution, is there another way to stoop then from chattering? 

Kind Regards, 

John Heggs 

217 

22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) John Heggs (JSW) John, img__3225.jpg 

Thanks for the update. 
The continuous rate potentiometer on the fan should be set at 20 Ifs ( 1- 2 o'clock position)- see attached picture for reference. 

218 

22/02/2016 John Heggs (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, 

I have spoken again with the client and have been advised that if we can set the fans to overcome a wind speed of 10 MPH the consultant 
would accept these as suitable. To that end please could you advise the flow rate we would need to set the fans to, to achieve this. Your urgent 
response would be greatly appreciated. 

Kind Regards, 
219 

22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, 

Have you been able to make any progress on revised material/ damping for the Cyfan back draught shutters? 

Regards, 

Nigel 

220 
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22/02/2016 John Heggs (J5W) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel, 

Good Afternoon, I am hoping you can help me by confirming what the situation is with the fans mentioned below. We have a Client meeting 

tomorrow and were hoping to get these signed off, however after reading the email from the consultant I feel we have a bit more work to do 
before he will accept these. 
Could I ask that you come back to me today with a workable solution. 

221 

22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 
Further update as below. 
Nigel 

From: Paul Williams 

Sent: 22 February 2016 09:08 

To: Alun Thomas; Nigel Clements 

Cc: Andrew Sellman; Michael Lunn 

Subject: RE: Large Residential Project Issues 

Alun 

Update on actions below 

Regards 

Paul Williams Residential Stream Manager 

t e nuaire.co.uk www.nuaire.co.uk 

Nuaire Limited I Western Industrial Estate I Caerphilly I CF83 lNA I United Kingdom 

222 

22/02/2016 Julian Evans (N) Christine Wiesztort Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order-1648893.pdf 

(J5W) Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 

If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

Customer PO: CW/32593/9497 

223 Customer: 5000880-00 J 5 Wright & Co Ltd 

22/02/2016 Jay Arnold (N) Christine Wiesztort Hi Christine, 

(J5W) 

Many thanks for your order. 

Our orders department will be processing your order this morning. Your order confirmation with the delivery details will follow shortly. You 

may be contacted by a colleague to discuss your order before hand. 

If there is anything else I can help you with please do not hesitate to contact me again. 

Kind regards, 

224 

22/02/2016 Jay Arnold (N) Commercial Orders (N) Hi, 32593 -9497.pdf; Quote-1233968.pdf; 

1233968 - grenfell tower.pd! 

Please process against quote 1233968 

Regards 

Jay 

225 

22/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Morning Alun, 

Attached is the response from JSW following feedback from Max Fordham. 

The only option would seem to be improving the back-draught shutter but this need priority with NPD to resolve. 

226 Nigel 

19/02/2016 Alan Whyte (J5W) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Can you please provide a solution to actually render the Cyfans fit for purpose fir use at Grenfell Tower 

227 
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19/02/2016 Christine Wiesztort Jay Arnold (N) Jay 32593 -9497.pdf; Quote-1233968.pdf; 

(JSW) Please process your quotation H 1233968T against our purchase order number 32593/9497 for delivery 1233968 - grenfell tower.pd! 

to Grenfell Tower. 

All deliveries to be accepted and signed for by JS Wright personnel. Deliveries can only be made between the hours of 09.30-1400hrs Monday 

to Friday. 

Sitecontact: NickBall--

In accordance with the Principa Contractor's instructions, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of the Site Traffic Management 

Plan 
when making deliveries. 

Kind regards, 

228 

19/02/2016 Paul Williams (N) Nigel Clements (N) Team 

We have no original specification details here so I'm happy for the data to be sent? 

Regards 

229 

18/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 1161047_Grenfell Tower.pdf; Fan Data 

Sheet_CYFAN_C l&M.pdf; Fan Data 

Following on from previous multiple emails, I have drafted the attached letter to be sent to Alan Whyte following his last request to produce a Sheet_CYFAN-WKIT.pdf; RE: Grenfell Tower-

'formal' response (see attached email) - he has requested we attend a meeting in London to close out. Apartment Ventilation (email); Cyfan Curve Data 

jpg; 180216 Letter Mr Alan Whyte JSW Grenfell 

If you are ok with the draft, and Paul has clarified the original specification requirement, can you email Dale and he will print off and pp in my Tower.docx 

absence tomorrow. 

(Dale can you email and post a hard copy to Alan Whyte). 

230 

17/02/2016 Russell Cross (N) Nathan Wood (FW) Dear Nathan, 1232981-Grenfell -160217.pdf 

Please find attached your quotation as requested. 

To place an order please use quote reference: 1232981 

If you require any further information or if you wish to place an order then please contact me on the numbers below or email your order 

confirmation along with your Purchase Order. 

231 

16/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, 

Can we discuss this when we get together this afternoon? 

Thanks 

Nigel 

232 

16/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

What we require is Nu-a ire to substantiate the statement made at time of procurement. 

This is required in a formal document. 

233 Could you please advise of available dates to come into our London office to close this out, one way or another. 

16/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Morning Alan, 

I appreciate the difficulties but I'm unclear on what is required here and following previous discussions. 

I have provided what information I can on the fan performance which should be sufficient to answer the questions raised. 

What has not been clarified by the COW/ Rydon is their specific performance requirement. Our understanding is that there is no specification 

regarding wind pressure or noise to overcome so we are being asked repeatedly to comply with an unknown datum which is unreasonable. 

I think this matter needs to be addressed in order to reach a conclusion. 

234 

15/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Apologies for this round-about!! 

Rydons have requested an updated report. 

235 In it we need confirmation the fans are suitable for use at Grenfell tower. 
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11/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 
I think we have answered the question in my previous emails regarding suitability as there is no specified wind speed/ resistance from the 

client or consultant to refer to. 

According to the fan curve, in continuous operation at 13 Ifs and installed according to our installation and maintenance documentation, the 

airflow of O Ifs would occur c. 8.p.a. or c. 7 mph. 
The maximum continuous flow setting is 30 Ifs which equates to c.19.7 mph. 

However, as wind speed is variable, the fan would recover and perform to curve when not experiencing these levels of resistance. 

I hope that this clarifies matters 
236 

11/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, Cyfan Fan Curve Data.jpg; Grenfell Tower-
This morning I sent over a precis of Colin's email and then a simplified version (see attached) but they have now come back with this. Nigel Apartment Ventilation; RE: Grenfell Tower -

237 Apartment Ventilation 
11/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Cyfan Fan Curve Data.jpg 

The following is a response from our client -

Alan, 
They were asked to confirm that the fan is fit for purpose for use at Grenfell. 
This they have not done. 
We need the info relayed in the attached Cyfan Fan Curve Data presented in laymen's terms. le in constant operation and installed to 

manufactures instructions at 131/s backdraft will not be experienced until wind speeds exceed (X) MPH. 
238 Based on this data the installed Cyfan is fit for use at Grenfell Tower. 

11/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 
The Cyfan can deliver the 13 Ifs continuous ventilation rate required in a high rise application with the shutters removed. However, for any fan, 

the continuous extract rate cannot be guaranteed against "any" wind speed/ backpressure. 
The fan will still have an upper limit defined by the maximum pressure that the fan can produce-the full speed fan performance curve 

previously supplied is the ultimate expression of this property giving the flow rate against the applicable range of pressure/resistance. 
239 

11/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

As previously stated the shutters are to be removed, why are we still mentioning them. 
You know the history of why we are taking out the shutters and why the fans are now in constant use. 
I need a statement from yourselves that in constant use set at 131/s with shutters removed the supplied Cyfans are fit for use in high rise 
building. 

240 I need this before 12 today as discussed yesterday. 
11/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Dear Alan, 

Further to your recent email and our conversation yesterday, having discussed the situation with our product development team they are 
confident the Cyfan can deliver the 131/s continuous ventilation rate required. 
However, for any fan, the continuous extract rate cannot be guaranteed against "any" wind speed/ backpressure. The fan will still have an 
upper limit defined by the maximum pressure that the fan can produce - the full speed fan performance curve previously supplied is the 

ultimate expression of this property giving the flow rate against the applicable range of pressure/resistance. 
The layout drawings provided show two x 5000mm2 trickle vents in the windows. Their view is that this equates to a hole 100 mm x 100 mm in 
the fai;ade and suggests that even if the fan was completely overwhelmed by adverse wind pressure, there would be no possibility of under-

ventilation in the flat. (The drawing does not define whether the vents are able to be closed). 
The other aspect of open trickle vents is that they may tend to decrease the likelihood of shutter movement due to pressure changes within 
the building by providing a pressure relief path - or, in gusty conditions, provide a path for external pressure fluctuations to affect the shutters. 

241 

10/02/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Nigel Clements (N) That's fine -go ahead and send please 

Regards 
Alun 

242 
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10/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas Alun, 

Are you happy for me to send this pri§cis of Colin's email as our statement over to JSW tomorrow? 

Nigel 

Dear Alan, 

Further to your recent email having discussed the situation with our product development team, they are confident the Cyfan can deliver the 

13 Ifs continuous ventilation rate required. 

However, for any fan, the continuous extract rate cannot be guaranteed against "any" wind speed/ backpressure. The fan will still have an 
upper limit defined by the maximum pressure that the fan can produce - the full speed fan performance curve previously supplied is the 

ultimate expression of this property giving the flow rate against the applicable range of pressure/resistance. 

The layout drawings provided show two x 5000mm2 trickle vents in the windows. This equates to a hole -100 mm x 100 mm in the fai;ade-
and suggests that even ifthe fan was completely overwhelmed by adverse wind pressure, there would be no possibility of under-ventilation in 
the flat. (The drawing does not define whether the vents are able to be closed). 

The other aspect of open trickle vents is that they may tend to decrease the likelihood of shutter movement due to pressure changes within 
the building by providing a pressure relief path - or, in gusty conditions, provide a path for external pressure fluctuations to affect the shutters. 

243 

09/02/2016 Colin Biggs (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Just picked this up sorry -we could issue the statement as written - but it doesn't mean the same thing as the consultant asked for (further 
down the trail). 

For any fan the continuous extract rate cannot be guaranteed against "any" windspeed / backpressure - there has to be a limit (even when 
automatic fan speed compensation is applied, thefan will still have an upper limit defined by the maximum pressure that the fan can produce-
the full speed fan performance curve is the ultimate expression of this property giving the flow rate against the applicable range of 
pressure/resistance). 

To widen the argument a little, the layout drawings provided show two x 5000mm2 trickle vents in the windows. This equates to a hole - 100 

mm x 100 mm in the fai;ade - and suggests that even with the fan completely overwhelmed by adverse wind pressure, there would be no 
possibility of under-ventilation in the flat (the drawing does not define whether the vents are able to be closed). 
With trickle vents open, this allows the solution of a continuously operating fan with a speed set to overcome only the 5 Pa nominal wind 
pressure value referenced in the dmev specification. 

The other aspect of open trickle vents is that they may tend to decrease the likelihood of shutter movement due to pressure changes within 
the building by providing a pressure relief path - or, in gusty conditions provide a path for external pressure fluctuations to affect the shutters. 

244 

09/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, 

No reply from Colin. Can you chase up as I am away until Wednesday. 

Thanks 

Nigel 

245 
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09/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard 

No reply from Colin. 

Can you chase up as I am not back in until Wednesday. 

Thanks 

Nigel 

246 

08/02/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Did Colin go back to you? 

Richard 
247 

05/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Colin Biggs (N) Hi Colin, FW: FW: Existing Apartment Ventilation -

I just spoke with Alan at JS Wright having sent the fan curve. Proposed remedy 

Alan has asked us to issue a statement as requested by Rydon below asap to try and conclude this. 
Are you ok for us to issue this? 

248 

05/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) 

From: Steve Blake [mailto:SBlake@rydon.co.uk] 

Sent: 02 February 2016 09:34 

To: Alan Whyte 

Subject: RE: FW: Existing Apartment Ventilation - Proposed remedy. 

What Nuaire need to say is that their fans set on continuous 131/s flow without back draught shutter are suitable for use in a high rise 

environment. 

Leave it with you. 

249 

05/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Cyfan Fan Curve Data.jpg; 202 RevC Upper Floors 

Please find attached trickle vent info. 5 Typical bay.pd!; 200 Revl Upper Floors E&W 

250 Could you buzz me, your phone goes straight voicemail. Typical Bay.pd! 

05/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, Cyfan Fan Curve Data.jpg 

No problem I appreciate the situation. Attached is the fan curve data. 

Apologies for the manual annotation but the curves are from published catalogue so there was no time to get these reproduced. 

Could you advise what provision there is for background ventilation in the apartment? E.g. trickle vent area. 

251 

05/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

252 Appreciated, apologies for giving you a hard time, I have all manor of people breathing down my neck. 

05/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

Apologies for getting this information to you. 

I have chased this up again with our Technical product guys this morning and they are calculating wind speed equivalent against the published 

fan curve (pa) to give you comparative data on the selected fan speed. 

253 I should be able to email something over within the next hour or so. 

04/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, 

Following our discussion in the resi stream meeting yesterday, we need to be able to issue a formal response on this by 12 tomorrow. 

Can you discuss with Colin about what we can provide. 

254 
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04/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

I urgently need a statement from yourselves justifying the suitable for highrise building comment. 

Below from Steve Bia ke previously forwarded. 

"Irrespective of design parameters that were or weren't provided - this fan has been put forward by you via Nuaire as suitable for use on a high 

rise building. 

Nuaire can satisfy Max Fordham by providing formal evidence or statement to justify their product -which thus far they have avoided ....... " 
I need this from you by 12 tomorrow, please confirm this will happen. 
John 

Rydon/TMO are becoming increasingly inpatient on this item, I may have to ask you to step in. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

2SS 

03/02/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Nigel Clements (N) I am assuming Richard has sorted this for you now? 

Regards 

Alun 

2S6 

03/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Hi Alun, 

May need some creative engineering thinking on this one as I can't seem to get to a solution to this. 

I appreciate the 'constant volume' argument but was looking for comparative resistance (pa to wind speed) if possible at the continuous duty 

points. 

2S7 Any thoughts on how we can move this forward? 

03/02/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

The Cyfan does not work in the same way as a Genie-DCE. The Genie has a bit of software which maintains the duty up to 5Pa. This is done as 

the DCE is a SAP Q listed (and tested) product. The Cyfan was not required to be SAP Q tested and hence does not have the "constant volume" 

facility. 

The Cyfan is not sold as a dMEV product 

Regards 

Richard 

2S8 

03/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, 

Update from Alan at JSW below. 

Can we get a statement and data to answer Max Fordham /JSW on the Cyfan being able to sustain performance under load similar to the dMEV 

statement? Can Colin or Tony help on this as we looking at major costs on a high profile project if we can't. 

IDEAL FOR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS 

Fan is capable of maintaining the set flow rate to 

within 5% even under wind load conditions. 

Under wind load conditions the unit will be capable of maintaining it's set 

flowrate to within 5% 

2S9 
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03/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Good Morning Gents. 

Many thanks for the attendance of your Engineer, a most helpful guy and a credit to your business. 

It appears we have an issue with external inputs from the existing system-

Fire alarm 

Gas valve closed 

Could you let me know what is wired in from the existing which would trigger the fire alarm ( i assume this would be knock-offs and gas 

sensors?) 

There was an issue with a relay in the existing BMS panel and also a blow fuse holding off the gas valve. 

I asked your engineer to compile a report, could you get this to me by the end of the day please. 

Could you also provide me costs for yesterdays attenda nee asap. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

260 

02/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

I would apply figures used by nu-a ire to determine statements in literature for the dmev unit. 

261 Alan 

02/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

Thanks for the updated information. 

The dMEV fan you mentioned is not suitable for this application and I understand was not available when the original project was quoted. 

I'm awaiting confirmation from our Residential Product Manager who is off site today with regard to the continuous performance curve against 

pressure to try and answer the question posed by Max Fordham. I'll progress first thing in the morning but can you clarify what specific "wind 

pressure" they are referring to - "the fan must be capable of operating at a low rate of continuous extract (13 Ifs) against the wind pressure." 

As we discussed previously, they have not specified a wind speed/ pressure or noise parameter to meet and this is pertinent to the solution 

and their contention the fan is not fit for purpose. Are Rydon's aware of any specification fort his? 

262 

02/02/2016 Ja mes Chard (N) Richard Jenkins (N) My opinion is if we can get to a position where the fan can be used as an intermittent with no noise from the shutters this would resolve the 

issue as we are essentially back on the original spec. Question the client will ask though is if we include stiffer spring what wind speed with the 

shutter then clatter at? I'm guessing we do not know and a site test is likely required? 

Do we have the stiffer springs available? 

On the other matter if we are saying genie-dee's are only suitable up to Spa wind load can we remove the below from the catalogue asap? 

"IDEAL FOR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS- FAN IS CAPABLE OF MAINTAINING THE SET FLOW RATE TO WITHIN S% EVEN UNDER WIND LOAD 

CONDITIONS" 

Thanks 

263 

02/02/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Nigel Clements (N) dMEV units are subjected to a SPa wind load which equates to 2.8 m/s (6.3 MPH). So I'd say no, dMEV units are not suitable for high rise. 

What did you think to the stiffer springs? 

Richard 

264 
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02/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Richard, 

Latest update and request for revised statement. 

Nigel 

265 

02/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

266 Comment below from Steve Blake of Rydon. 

02/02/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Richard Jenkins (N) Hi Richard, Multi-point Extract Genie-DCE pdf, email trails re 

noisy extractor fans and existing apartment 

They were obviously thinking of the same solution to your email re dMEV (see emails below). ventilation 

Subsequent to that, Alan has sent another email ('proposed remedy' attached) asking us to respond to the Consultant statement as below: 

"Nigel 

To buy sometime while you investigate this issue can you revise you statement to clarify the Cyfan can meet the requirements below from the 

consultant -

The issue with the fans appears to be down to the noise generated by the back-draught shutters. Rydon have removed these shutters from one 

fan as a test case and are running it continuously. This removes the noise problem from these shutters but introduces a further problem; there 
is the potential for back-draught into the flats if the fans cannot work against the wind pressure. This may lead to increased heating bills on top 

of the cost of running the fans continuously. We would not accept this. 

Either the back-draught dampers have to operate without the nuisance noise - which doesn't appear to be possible without using motorised 

dampers - or the fan must be capable of operating at a low rate of continuous extract (131/s) against the wind pressure. Nuaire have a fan 
which they claim is capable of this. The datasheet is attached below. Nuaire should confirm if the fan currently installed is also capable of doing 
this or not. 

Please call to discuss." 

Can you advise what 'wind loads' the dMEV document refers to and whether we can issue a similar statement for Cyfan with indication of wind 

load? 

267 Thanks 

02/02/2016 Richard Jenkins (N) Nigel Clements (N) The Genie-DCE will maintain the 13 Ifs with a SPa wind load (dMEV test spec), doubt that will be enough for high rise flats. Won't work as a 
window fan anyway. Can we supply the stiffer shutter springs and increase the intermittent rate to above 30 Ifs? 

Richard 

268 
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02/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Multipointextract-genie-DCE.pdf; FW: noisy 

extractor fans grenfell - technical review; grenfell 

To buy sometime while you investigate this issue can you revise you statement to clarify the Cyfan can meet the requirements below from the tower JSW Site Report 25012016.pdf 

consultant -

The issue with the fans appears to be down to the noise generated by the back-draught shutters. Rydon have removed these shutters from one 

fan as a test case and are running it continuously. This removes the noise problem from these shutters but introduces a further problem; there 

is the potential for back-draught into the flats if the fans cannot work against the wind pressure. This may lead to increased heating bills on top 

of the cost of running the fans continuously. We would not accept this. 

Either the back-draught dampers have to operate without the nuisance noise - which doesn't appear to be possible without using motorised 

dampers - or the fan must be capable of operating at a low rate of continuous extract (131/s) against the wind pressure. Nuaire have a fan 
which they claim is capable of this. The datasheet is attached below. Nuaire should confirm if the fan currently installed is also capable of doing 
this or not. 

Please call to discuss. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

269 

02/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel multipointextract-genie-DCE.pdf; FW: noisy 
extractor fans grenfell - technical review; 

This issue is not going away. 

The consultant has suggested replacement fans, your Genie multipoint which has the following within its technical data -

IDEAL FOR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS 

Fan is capable of maintainingthe set flow rate to 
within 5% even under wind load conditions. 

Under wind load conditions the unit will be capable of maintaining it's set 

flowrate to within 5% 

I can only assume this product was not available when your Geraint Bessent confirmed the suitiblity of the CYfan on the 08.06.15. 

Can you please respond to this, this morning. 

270 
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01/02/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel MultiPointExtract-Genie-DCE.pdf 

Can you comment on the below please asap. 

Ala 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: ~maxfordham.com 
Sent: 01/02/2016 17:34 

To: REED Neil; Steve Blake 

Cc: MALCOLM Andrew; Claire Williams; Jon White; Tony Batty~silcockdawson.co.uk);~maxfordham.com; David Bradbury; 

Alan Whyte 

Subject: Re: FW: Existing Apartment Ventilation - Proposed remedy. 

Afternoon Steve, Neil 

The issue with the fans appears to be down to the noise generated by the back-draught shutters. Rydon have removed these shutters from one 
fan as a test case and are running it continuously. This removes the noise problem from these shutters but introduces a further problem; there 
is the potential for back-draught into the flats if the fans cannot work against the wind pressure. This may lead to increased heating bills on top 

of the cost of running the fans continuously. We would not accept this. 

Either the back-draught dampers have to operate without the nuisance noise- which doesn't appear to be possible without using motorised 

dampers - or the fan must be capable of operating at a low rate of continuous extract (131/s) against the wind pressure. Nuaire have a fan 

which they claim is capable of this. The data sheet is attached below. Nuaire should confirm if the fan currently installed is also capable of doing 

this or not. 

271 

2S/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

I've had a further discussion with our product development guys and the quickest possible mechanical change would be to increase the 

number of springs to 2 and use a heavier gauge but this would probably mean having to run the fans at a higher duty rate of 30 Ifs intermittent 

overcome the increased resistance. However, we would not know how effective this would be against variable wind and internal pressure 

levels. The only way to test this would be to mock one up and test on site. 

I think the continuous running option is still the most immediate solution. If you could let me know how this progresses with Rydon and the 

end client we can review how best to implement any changes given the sensitivity of the project. If you have any provisional estimates 

regarding this, let me know as with previous personnel involved leaving, I'll have to re-raise internally. 

272 

2S/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Grenfell Tower JSW Site Report 25012016.pdf 

Many thanks for this, I will send this over as a solution to noise issue raised by occupiers and subsequently the client. 

This solution unfortunately does not come without cost to JSW as it stands. 

Based on information supplied a point of sale, I would like to think nu-a ire can clearly see how the issue arose, and would offer assistance. 

I look forward to your response. 

273 

2S/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alun, Grenfell Tower JSW Site Report 2S012016.pdf 

274 As discussed earlier, attached is a copy of the report with revised Conclusion section 

22/01/2016 Colin Biggs (N) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Grenfell Tower JSW Site Report 25012016.docx 

I just made one comment about the 15 / 60 Ifs intermittent flow rate - otherwise looks ok to me. 

27S 
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22/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

Many thanks for your time on Wednesday great to meet you. 

Having reviewed the attached and in a bid to provide a solution could you give your opinion of the proposed alteration below. 

Steve 
Could I have your thoughts 

We are in agreement that the shutter can be removed to eliminate the potential for 'noise' when run 

in continuous mode, but we have been unable to replicate the forcing of the fan into reverse 

operation with direct air pressure as reported on site. 

In a attempt to over come any potential back draft issue as far as practicably possible constant fan speed should be set to achieve 20 Ifs of air 
movement 

Very interested in what the back draft option referred to could play in providing a solution. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

276 

22/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, Grenfell Tower JSW Site Report 21012016.pdf 

Thanks for your time on site on Wednesday and for facilitating discussions with the Rydon site team. 

I know we are under time pressure from the end client so have attached a draft report based on our visit for you to review before any wider 

circulation. 

I have discussed the situation with our Residential Product Development Manager and he is looking into possible options with regard to the 

back draught shutter operation to improve the situation and should be able to advise further next week. 

277 I am out of the office this afternoon but in on Monday if you want to call to discuss. 

22/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Colin Biggs (N) Colin, Grenfell Tower JSW Site Report 21012016.pdf 

I've drafted a response to JSW as we are under pressure to respond. 

Would you mind reviewing the attached to make sure that you are happy with the content before I send? 

Thanks, 

Nigel 

278 

21/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Colin Biggs (N) Hi Colin, IMG_3211.jpg; FW:noisy extractor fans at 

grenfell - technical review 

I need some assistance with a difficult high rise application we were requested to visit yesterday in London. JS Wright purchased 120 Cyfan fans 

last year for mounting in a facia (window kit type installation) on 24 floors of the block. (Photo & web link as attached). 

http://www.rydon.co.u k/ projects/case-studies/ refurbishment/ grenfell-tower 

Main issues as follows: 

• Originally the fans were to be run as intermittent kitchen extract 

•They have been experiencing problems with noise from the back draft shutters 'clattering' in the wind. Apparently this dates back to last 

July/Aug when sales and resi estimating were involved. (Time line in email attached). 

• High profile project and MP's /councillors have been involved due to tenant issues 

• JSW questioned suitability of fan previously and estimating confirmed in writing they were suitable for this project 

•Richard Hughes had previously suggested they fit bump stops but they see this as an admission of our error regarding suitability of product as 

we do not supply or reference these in l&M 

• JSW regard this issue as Nuaire's error and are looking for an immediate resolution -Construction Director from Rydon wanted a report 

today on how to resolve this. 

•The Clerk of Works forthe end client is also questioning the suitability of the fans for this application due to continuing noise complaints 

from the residents of the tower block. 

•They have trialled removing the back draft shutter and running in constant in one flat which cured the noise but are now concerned with 

drafts and fan being overworked (see below) 

•They are also questioning whether they should have had a cowl fitted rather than the standard grille arrangement (these are all now colour 

coded to thefacia on all 24 floors and flats are occupied). 

From: Jon White [mailto~jrp.co.uk] 
Sent: 15 January 201610:48 

279 To: David Hughes 
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21/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good morning Alan, 

Please could you liaise as mentioned previously with Nigel Clements for your feedback on this issue as Nigel is co-ordinating Nuaire's response 

on this as Nuaire's After Sales Service Manager. 

Please can I ask you to copy in Nigel Clements with any future messages and dialogues with Steve Blake or any other persons regarding this 

project and a Nuaire response? 

Many thanks for your help on this. 

Kindest regards 

Mike 

280 

20/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Steve 
We have requested the report prior to your client meeting. 

I will push nu-a ire to meet/better this. 

281 Alan Whyte 

20/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Nigel, 

Please see correspondence from Steve Blake below - I hope all went well this morning? 

Kindest regards 

Mike 

282 

20/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Mike Halpin (N) Alan, 

Understand that Nuaire visited site today to inspect the fan installed at 145. 

As discussed we require a technical report to close out the concerns raised and a programme for resolution. 

283 As ever time is not our friend - tomorrow? 

19/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Nigel, Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)RE: Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell 

Although I am still unwell I went through the email trails and not sure I sent you overt his. Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 

1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

Kind regards 14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 1161047_Grenfell 

Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)FW: Quote: 

Mike 1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)FW: noisy extractor fans at 

Grenfell - techical review.RE: Kitchen Fans-

284 shutter noise - Grenfell Tower 

18/01/2016 Dale Mason (N) Dale Mason (N) 28418 9497.pdf, Grenfell Tower-Order No. 

285 28149/9497, 1161047 Grenfell Tower 

286 18/01/2016 Dale Mason (N) Dale Mason (N) Quote - 1209762, 31131 9497 JSW Order 

287 18/01/2016 Dale Mason (N) Dale Mason (N) 

18/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

Thanks for confirming Wednesday. Just to let you know James Chard, one of my technical team, will also be attending site with me. 

Look forward to seeing you then. 

Nigel 

288 

18/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alun Thomas (N) Alun, Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)RE: Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell 

Attached is the timeline from JS Wright advising their position on this. Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 

1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

Nigel 14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 1161047_Grenfell 

Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)FW: Quote: 

1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)FW: noisy extractor fans at 

Grenfell - techical review.RE: Kitchen Fans-

289 shutter noise - Grenfell Tower 
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15/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

As promised. 14/00057/RES)RE: Quote: 1161047 _Grenfell 

See you Wednesday at 10.30. Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 

Alan Whyte 1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)Re: Quote: 1161047_Grenfell 

Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)FW: Quote: 

1161047 _Grenfell Tower (project: 

14/00057/RES)FW: noisy extractor fans at 
Grenfell - techical review.RE: Kitchen Fans -

290 shutter noise - Grenfell Tower 

15/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Nigel Clements (N) Nigel 

10.30 will be great, I will escort you round the project. 

I will forward earlier correspondence relating to intermittent/continuous operation 

Alan Whyte 

291 

15/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good afternoon Alan, 

As mentioned Nigel Clements will be co-ordinating matters from now. 

Nigel has just sent correspondence to you. 

292 

15/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Hi Alan, 

I have been asked by my colleague Mike Halpin to arrange a site visit next week to review the current situation regarding the above project in 

relation to the operation of the extract fans. 

The only day I have free for us to attend is Wednesday next week and I would be grateful if you confirm if we could meet on site around 10.30 

a.m.? 

Myself and a colleague will be travelling from our Head Office in Caerphilly so would be grateful if you could advise site access procedure as we 

will not have been site inducted and will need to be accompanied on site. 

If you could give me a call on Monday morning, we can confirm details. 

293 Could you also confirm if the fans fitted on site have been designed to run in continuous or intermittent mode? 

15/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Mike Multiple quote and order references as well as 

This one is not going away, despite my best efforts to cover nuaire's error, your immediate attention is required to resolve the issues at other email attachements between parties 

Grenfell Tower. 

I have listed a timeline of events to clarify the situation. 

08.06.15 

Quote: 1161047 provide to D. Bradbury by your Geraint Bessent stating-

"I can confirm that the CYFAN unit is suitable for being mounted in the required facia of 25mm (designed for 4mm - 32mm thickness). As there 

are spring loaded backdraught shutters supplied with the unit we can confirm that the unit is suitable for installation into high rise apartments 

as required". (see attached email Quote: 1161047 Grenfell Tower (project: 14/00057/RES)) 

29.07.15 

Site Visit from your David Hughes, requested by the clients COW/Rydon to assess the issue of noise emanating from back draft shutter installed 

to in the window. Note JSW had no knowledge of this visit 

04.08.15 

Suggestion from Richard Hughes - ."I suggested that in previous situations I am aware that people had dealt with similar issues with the fitting 

of suitably sized bump stops to stop the plastic back draught shutter from banging against the plastic fan housing." 

04.08.15 

Request from D. Bradbury to your R.Hughes-

• Can you confirm your findings from your site visit 

•Can you confirm whether Nuaire feel it is the correct model and cowl forthe application 

• Can you confirm by installing the rubber buffers, this will prevent the rattling 

• Is there any technical data about airflow vs wind speed that could be sent to the client to remove any doubt. 

06.08.15 

Response from your G.Bessent -

"I can confirm the Nuaire CYFAN and associated window kit (CYFAN-WKIT) are correct for the above project and that the test fan was working 

perfectly when Richard visited site. 

The fixing of bump stops on the butterflies of the backdraught shutters will stop the plastic flap hitting the fan casing and would therefore stop 

294 any "chattering". 
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15/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Steve Blake Hi Steve 

I am looking into the solution and while advise shortly. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

295 

15/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Mike Halpin (N) Hi Mike, 

Agree that we need to confirm our position before site attendance including the issue of whether fitting cowls should have been 
recommended and is possible as detailed in previous email correspondence 8.1.16 MH/PW/DM . 

With regard to possible site attendance, our only opportunity is next Wednesday. (Dale is already tied up with pre-booked Training & Tech 

Support with RMI customers Mon-Thurs. Warren & James are also committed to site visits Tues/Thurs and we are all unavailable next Friday 

due to pre-booked event. The following week we have an BEAMA/NICEIC function Mon/Tues and BPEC course Wed/Thurs.) 

Are you or Paul also planning to be at the meeting? 

296 

15/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Paul Williams (N) Hi all 

Please see latest email being circulated. 

It looks like we may need to attend site. 

I believe we should have our position expressed before we attend. It now appears fan tested is on intermittent operation! 

Kindest regards 

297 Mike 

15/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

Can you confirm date that Nuaire are able to visit site. 

Given the time already elapsed early next week is appropriate. 

Afterthe test in 145 the suggestion is that the fan is working too hard and the wind is able to create a draught past the continuous airflow. 

Formality and evidence needed to close out. 

298 

299 15/01/2016 Paul Williams (N) Nigel Clements (N) 

15/01/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Mike Halpin (N) Mike, 

Paul has just popped in to tell me that he and Nigel will be working on a response for you today. I understand that Paul has sent you a few 

questions which will help us with our position, please feed those back as soon as you can. 

Regards 

Alun 

300 
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14/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi All, Multiple 

Unfortunately this does not appear to be going away-I have not responded to Steve Blake as I sent this to the Office for an Official response. 
Please as requested can we put together a formal internal response as I am sureJ S Wright will be looking for one?They do not expect to be 

revisiting this or apply any costs out of their pockets for what appear to be an installation or product issue. 

It is not a project I was involved with personally but it seems here Steve Blake does not want to take responsibility for his fitters (he is the Main 

Contractor) who were free issued the product from JS Wright (as the fans were in their package) but as they were sub-contracted to Rydon, 
Rydon are saying it is their responsibility to have checked the installation and corrected if necessary. 

Our stance is pretty clear that they have not fitted to the Installation and maintenance requirements for continuous use. 

Their stance is that we have said the fans have been "correctly installed", which I am not sure this is the case? Richard Hughes attended site 
and did not pick up on the operation of the fan. Richard only made a suggestion that in other cases he was aware that bump stops were used 
to prevent this knocking of the backdraft shutters. Did we send an engineer to site too? 

The email from Alan Whyte (JS Wright) to David Bradbury (Rydon) attached states that one of the flats the backdraft shutters have been 
removed and the results are being monitored taking only minutes to do from a semi-skilled operative. Am I right to suggest by their actions to 
remedy this as I had quoted our l&M's for continuous operation they have accepted the installation is at fault here? 

It appears to have been an oversight from Richard that he had not picked this up and had wrongly assumed the operation had been 
intermittent because the backdraft shutters had been installed. As he did not hear any noise issues on attending how could he comment unless 
he was given the correct information and it appears we will not know that now as he is no longer with us. 

Kind regards and thanks 

301 

14/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 
Further to our conversation about the Nuaire commets, can you advise your proposals to close this out. 
1/ Formal response to technical settings. 
2/ Labour availability to remove shutters. 

302 Look forward to hearing from you. 
14/01/2016 Alun Thomas (N) Mike Halpin (N) *****INTERNAL ONLY***** 

1.All: 

o We should all be in agreement in front of the customer that our product is wholly suitable for the application to avoid causing our customer 
any issue - the noise experienced is 'subjectively unacceptable' by their customer and we can defend this point if we need to. No matter what, 
this is not a product defect and is our standard offering to all customers. It is from this point that we will negotiate and concede if we need to. 
2. Paul 
o Can we check what the specification said and be sure that we were not told specifically to expect exceptionally high wind speeds. 
o Dowe have anything we can draw on from past experience where we have had similar scenarios? Are there any Standards you are aware of 
that we can refer to? 
o Would be useful to know how many other CYFAN units we have in high rise buildings with backdraught dampers which are not an issue-
may be able to use this to reassure the customer if needed. 
o Going forward: should we review our offer and perhaps avoid backdraught dampers in future or advise that motorised dampers or weather 
hoods should be used instead. Should we look at introducing some sort of foam buffer to reduce the 'bang' of this damper (sounds like it is 
currently plastic-to-plastic contact) 
3. Nigel: 

o Do we have any idea of the cost/time to replace/repair the issue? 
o Can the damper be reached from the inside of the room of from a balcony, or will it involve a guy on the end of a bungee cord? 

303 
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13/01/2016 Nigel Clements (N) Mike Halpin (N) All, 

Difficult situation as JS Wright are also a major client for commercial and resi. 

My understanding from reading the emails below is that we are not dealing with a 'defect' as such but residents complaint of 'noise' from the 
shutters. 

I presume there was nothing in the specification on this and we offered standard product which was deemed acceptable? (OurT&C's state that 
the client needs to ensure suitability-Clause 4.2 & 4.3)) 

We have no authority to offer to replace all shutters give the labour costs involved -this would need Director approval. 

If all multiple parties are culpable with regard to the high rise application, the compromise would be a contribution to their costs/ additional 

discount but would still need approval. 

Nigel 

304 

13/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Nigel Clements (N) Hi Paul/ Dale 

Following on from previous correspondence Rydon are looking at Nuaire to resolve the issue with the backdraft shutters as Richard Hughes and 

a Service Engineer have attended site and not picked up this previously to advise. 

305 Please can I have your positions on this and we need to formulate a response back to JS Wright and Rydon on this? 

306 13/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Alan Whyte (JSW) email chain between Rydons and JSW over who should be responsible for removing the backdraught dampers 

13/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Steve Blake Hi Steve 

I'm quite sure 5 months ago the nuaire representative did not dismantle the fan to see whether the back draft shutter had been installed and 

assumed the manufactures requirements detailed within the literature supplied with each unit were followed by the installer. 

As you are aware these were free issued to Rydon and installed by the window fitters, and as such responsibility for remedials to rectify will lie 

with the installer. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

307 

13/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Mike Halpin (N) Mike, 

Many thanks. 

Removal of the back draft shutters seems to work. 

What we now need is formal response via JSW to close out with our consultant team. 

Given the history it would be well received for you to offer resource to make these alterations. 

308 Look forward to hearing from you. 

13/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Alan Whyte (JSW) Alan, 

All of which makes sense. 

My issue us that this was first raised 5 months ago and your representatives from Nuaire confirmed that the fans had been correctly installed. 

Now we have a solution I would expect you to offer resource to remedy. 

Look forward to confirmation. 

Stephen Blake 

Director 

Rydon Maintenance Ltd. 

309 
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13/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) David Hughes Hi Dave 018 Existing Apartment Extract Fans.docx; Fan 

After discussion on site I had thought a resolution to the issue of "noisy fans" had been achieved. Data Sheet_CYFAN-WKIT; Fan Data 

I have attached the technical information JSW supplied for the nuaire Cyfan and window mounting kit. Sheet_CYFAN_C l&M.pdf 

Unfortunately, when the window kits were fitted, the back draft shutter (supplied loss) was fitted. 
Look at the text within the attached document Fan Data Sheet - C l&M.pdf on page 3 it states the following -

The CYFAN kit comes complete with back draught shutters for 

lOOmm and 125mm spigots, however these are not fitted as 

standard and should not be used when using your CYFAN in 
continuous operation. 
Having spoken to Mike Halpin of nuaire, he has stated the back draft shutters should not have been installed, and the removal will remedy the 
"noisy fan" issue. 

I understand that you have had the back draft shutter removed from plot 145 and it is being monitored to be certain of suitability prior to the 
auctioning of the remove of the remaining 119. 
As we thought, the removal of these back draft shutters can be carried out in a few minute by an semi skilled operative. 
If you need any further assistance with this issue, please let me know. 

310 See you tomorrow afternoon. 
13/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Paul Williams (N) Hi Paul, 

In Dale's absence please could you provide a statement back to Alan Whyte to state that as the fans are in continual mode the Backdraft 

shutters do not need to be fitted. 

If we are saying they do need to be fitted and the springs that we supply for them are not strong enough against high wind pressures then 

unless we are sure that they are strong enough regarding this we should not advise on this. 

Alan, is also mentioning that Nuaire did not provide the correct cowls/ window kits for this application (Geraint Bessant advised), but do not 
want to identify this as an issue back to Rydon's, as they want the quickest solution here. (the window kits were powder coated to the correct 

RAL colour and fitted by the Window company). 

If we have to increase the fan speed Alan is saying they will need to know by what and at present does not want to include this as part of the 
solution. 

They just need a comment from Nuaire to say the backdraft shutters do not need to be fitted on continuous operation. (Please check l&M's) 

The alternative is to check what the engineer has found out previously or send an engineer to site to inspect. 

Can you organise a response please? Can you get this response back to Alan if possible today please? 

311 

13/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Steve Blake Good morning Steve, 

I have liaised with Alan Whyte previously and today and offered our services to attend site as well as constructive feedback from our Technical 
Team. I am waiting for a response on dates and times for this visit if required, as I will need to arrange for an engineer to attend, then inspect 
and compile a technical report on the issue. 

Kindest regards 

Mike 
312 

13/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good morning Alan, 

Further to your correspondence below:-

1. What grilles have you used on the outside of the building and do they have gravity shutters built in. 

2. The back draught shutters in the Cyfan should have a spring, have the springs been removed? There should be no reason for the shutter 
inside the fan rattling if the springs are fitted. 

Also if the backdraught shutters are removed from the Cyfan the fan duty may well need to be increased to compensate for the wind outside. 

In high rise applications the use of a wind cowl type outlet should also be considered as below; 

As mentioned below, I have offered to arrange for an engineer to attend site if required. Please let me know if this is required and if so could 
you provide me with some dates and times so I can arrange? 

313 
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13/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Mike 

Could you come back to me on this by 12 noon today please. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

314 

13/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Paul Featherstone Paul, 
I'm yet to receive a response to this request which is frustrating given the Resident complaints and political attention it is attracting. 

I would have expected Nuaire to have provided their promised on site technical reveiw by now. 

Can you put matters in hand by return. 

Many thanks 
315 

08/01/2016 Paul Williams (N) Mike Halpin (N) Mike 

I've spoken to Richard Jenkins on this matter and although we have mentioned the units are suitable for high rise we need to clarify the 

following. 

1. What grilles have they used on the outside of the building and do they have gravity shutters built in. 
2. The back draught shutters in the Cyfan should have a spring, have the springs been removed? There should be no reason for the shutter 
inside the fan rattling if the springs are fitted. 

Richard also clarified that if the backdraught shutters are removed from the Cyfan the fan duty may well need to be increased to compensate 
for the wind outside. 

This subject is very difficult to explain upfront to a customer as it could put them off buying, I will however speak to Marketing and see if we 
can add anything into the installation and maintenance guide or product literature. 

316 Kind Regards 
08/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Paul Williams (N) Thanks Dale. Quote 116104 7 

Hi Paul, 

Should we have advised this rather than the information on the quotation attached, where Nuaire are saying the backdraft shutters are spring 
loaded so therefore they are suitable for high rise? 

They believe they can get overt he issue by just removing the shutters. I hope this works because the grilles I do not believe are as Dale has 
indicated below. 

Kind regards 
317 

08/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Mike Halpin (N) Quote 116104 7 

Please find attached the quotation 1161047 for project: 

Grenfell Tower 

Reference: 14/00057/RES 

Customer: 5000880-00 J S Wright & Co Ltd 

Contact: Mr David Bradbury ( davidbradbury@jswright.co.uk) 

Prepared by: Geraint Bessant (Tel:-Email: nuaire.co.uk) 

The quote is in the attached file Quote-1161047.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 
318 

319 08/01/2016 James Thomas (N) Dale Mason (N) 
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08/01/2016 Dale Mason (N) Mike Halpin (N) Hi Mike, 

We have seen this many time before. 

Caerphilly Council were the very first to report such issues and the solution is to remove the shutters. 

In high rise applications the use of a wind cowl type outlet should be considered as below 

320 Best regards, 
08/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Dale Mason (N) Hi All, 

Please could you give me a response to the query below. 

Geraint and Richard Hughes were involved with agreeing the Cyfan on spec. 

They currently operating the fan continuously but having rattling sound from the backdraft shutters they have fitted. 
321 If you can let me know your thoughts that would be appreciated? 

08/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Hi Mike 

The issue is the noise from back draft shutters. 
Having a look at literature, given the fan operate constantly on trickle, the removal of the shutters may solve the issue. 

I do have concerns regarding backdraft I high wind should the shutters be removed. 

322 Could you please advise. 

08/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Hi Alan, 

I sent this response to you below on Wednesday and noticed I had a "non-deliverable" message saying your lnbox was full. 

Did you receive this? 

Are you in today as I would like to give you a call to discuss? 

Kindest regards 

Mike 

323 

06/01/2016 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good evening Alan, 

Please could you confirm the operation of the fan as requested below, as I was informed today the operation was continuous trickle, whereas I 

had assumed below it was on intermittent operation? 

The title here is Noisy fans - can you confirm whether there is fan noise issues or just back draft shutter noise issues? 

I will need to organise an engineer to visit, possibly ratherthan myself to ensure operation and installation is correct. Please could you provide 

me some dates where you can gain access to the flats that are having the issues and I will ask aftersales for confirmation of availability? 

Can you confirm any correspondence from Nuaire as to what was the expected operation of the fan? 

Kindest regards and thanks 

324 

06/01/2016 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Mike 

Can you please provide date for you availability to attend site to assist in formulating a resolve to this issue. 

Alan Whyte 

325 
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05/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Mike Halpin (N) Mike, 

This should complete the picture. 

Look forward to resolution. 

Stephen Blake 

Refurbishment Director 

T 

D 

M 01342 825151 

From: ~maxfordham.com [mailto~maxfordham.com] 
Sent: 21 December 2015 12:20 

To: Batty,Tony 

~axfordham.com; Luis Zarraoa; Jon White; -wright.co.uk; ~uk.arteliagroup.com; Steve Blake; 

uk.arteliagroup.com; David Hughes; Gary Martin; @kctmo.org.uk 

Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower outstanding items 

Afternoon Tony 

326 Thanks for sending through this list and for your work in keeping on top of the snagging items. 

05/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Mike Halpin (N) Mike, Fan data sheet x2 

Technical details 

Stephen Blake 

327 Refurbishment Director 

05/01/2016 Steve Blake (RYD) Mike Halpin (N) Dave, 

Mike has taken over from Richard 

Whether we like it or not the Residents are complaining about noise. 

Can we arrange for suitable technical representation to come to site to find resolution. 

There is conflicting advice in circulation which is undermining our collective position. 

Matt Smith needs to be included as there is the potential for 120nr adjustments to be made along with reputation damage. 

328 As ever- sooner the better. 

11/12/2015 James Thomas (N) Mike Halpin (N) Hi Mike, Site report 12.10.15.pdf; 215509 - grenfell 

Please see attached the report and the emails of the report sent to JS Wright and the emails organising the visit. Tower; Order confirmation for grenfell tower visit 

329 

330 11/12/2015 Paul Williams (N) Mike Halpin (N) Order 1612601 pdf 
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11/12/2015 Paul Williams (N) Paul Williams (N) Dear Ms Julie Walker Order 1612601 pdf 

Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. 

Our standard delivery includes Monday to Friday delivery between 8am & 5.30pm and our typical delivery vehicle is a 40 foot trailer. 

We are more than happy to help if you require: 

*timed or out of hours delivery 

* specific vehicle types 
Please give us a call to confirm prices. 

Finally we will provide you with notification 5 days prior to when your delivery is due. Subsequently if delivery is delayed or refused at site the 

cost of redelivery will be invoiced. 

Our transport companies allow 30 minutes for offloading, anything outside this window will be invoiced at £75 per hour. 

If you would like details of any of the above options or if we can help with any aspect of your order please call us on 029 2085 8546. 

Yours sincerely, 

Charlotte Allen 

331 

11/12/2015 Paul Williams (N) Mike Halpin (N) Mike 

James Thomas has looked into and a service visit was arranged, he will provide you with an update today 

332 Regards 

333 11/12/2015 James Thomas (N) Gareth Davies Email trails x2 re extract fans and quote. 

11/12/2015 Mike Halpin (N) Paul Williams (N) Hi Paul/ All, 

Is anyone aware of issues with JS Wright and Grenfell Towers, London project? 

I am aware that in the first attached email Geraint Bessant has indicated that the Cyfan is fit for purpose forth is application and they have 

clearly had issues with the wind causing the backdraft shutters to rattle and subsequently upsetting the Client. 

Richard Hughes also visited the show flat in the second attached email and he commented that no noise was detected. This should not have 

been his call but we should have sent one of our engineers out with a report and any suitable suggestions from there. Unfortunately neither 

Richard or Geraint now work for our company. 

Is this a follow-up by Aftersales to inspect or by you Paul to address Geraint's confirmation and to discuss with the customer here (valued 

highly by Nuaire) what they want Nuaire to do next? 

334 
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11/12/2015 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good morning Alan, Email trails x2 re extract fans and quote. 

Following on from our lst conversation on this late Tuesday; 

I am in my Office today. I was in Uttoxeter yesterday with Clients and had a motorway tyre blowout on my travels back, which caused a few 
problems to say the least. 

I have briefly perused overt his and will discuss this with the Residential Office and Aftersales Care Team. 

The Cyfan is an extremely quiet fan compared to other fans in the market, so I presume this is not about the operation of the fan, but is due to 
the external grilles allowing strong winds in, which is clattering against the backdraft shutters on intermittent operation and creating louder 

than expected noise levels in the kitchens? What grilles/ louvres have you fitted? 

Has this just happened in the severe gales we have recently had or has this been happening regularly with moderate wind levels? 

Kind regards and thanks 

Mike 

335 

11/12/2015 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Mike Email trails x2 re extract fans and quote. 

I had expected a response from yourself regarding the urgent matter at Grenfell Tower. 

Please ensure I have Nuaire's position on this by 12 noon today. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

336 

09/12/2015 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) Mike Email trails x2 re extract fans and quote. 

Below and attached for your information. 

Please give me a call when you have reviewed. 

Kind regards, 

Alan Whyte 

337 

338 09/12/2015 Alan Whyte (JSW) Mike Halpin (N) First time Nuaire made aware of the Complaint 

12/11/2015 Sarah Hawthorne (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order 1634711 pdf 
Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 

If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

Customer PO: JW/31131/9497 

Customer: 5000880-00 J 5 Wright & Co Ltd 

Contact: Ms Julie Walker 

Prepared by: Sarah Hawthorne 

Tel~ 
Email: nuaire.co.uk 

The order confirmation is in the attached file Order-1634711.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 

339 
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12/11/2015 Jon Morgan-Heath (N) Residential Order Quote 1209762 pdf, 31131 9497 JSW Order pdf 

340 

341 12/11/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Mike Halpin (N) 

12/11/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Jon Morgan-Heath (N) Hi Jon, Quote-1209762.pdf; 311319497 -JSW Order.pd! 

Further to your quote please accept the attached P031131/9497 as confirmation to proceed with order. 
Please arrange for delivery to site as soon as possible 

342 Kind regards 

12/11/2015 Jon Morgan-Heath (N) David Peacock (JSW) Good morning David, Quote-1209762.pdf 

Re: Grenfell Tower 

Thank you for your enquiry. Please find attached the ventilation quotation for the aforementioned project. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
343 

11/12/2015 Mike Halpin (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good morning Alan, 

Following on from our lst conversation on this late Tuesday; 

I am in my Office today. I was in Uttoxeter yesterday with Clients and had a motorway tyre blowout on my travels back, which caused a few 
problems to say the least. 

I have briefly perused overt his and will discuss this with the Residential Office and Aftersales Care Team. 

The Cyfan is an extremely quiet fan compared to other fans in the market, so I presume this is not about the operation of the fan, but is due to 

the external grilles allowing strong winds in, which is clattering against the backdraft shutters on intermittent operation and creating louder 
than expected noise levels in the kitchens? What grilles/ louvres have you fitted? 

Has this just happened in the severe gales we have recently had or has this been happening regularly with moderate wind levels? 

Kind regards and thanks 

344 

11/11/2015 Catherine Day (N) David Peacock (JSW) Our Reference 14/00057/RES GRENFELL TOWER 

Dear MR PEACOCK 

Thank you for your recent enquiry which was received on the llth November 2015. 

Your enquiry has been entered on to our database and allocated to Jon Morgan-Heath who is the residential estimator allocated to your 

specific project. 

Your enquiry has been booked on to be completed on the 12th November 2015. 

In the meantime should you wish to discuss the specific project requirements or require any further information please contact Jon on 029 
2085 8459 quoting the above reference number 

Kind Regards 

Catherine Day 
345 
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11/11/2015 Catherine Day (N) Emma Jones Our Reference 14/00057/RES GRENFELL TOWER 

Dear MR PEACOCK 

Thank you for your recent enquiry which was received on the llth November 2015. 

Your enquiry has been entered on to our database and allocated to Jon Morgan-Heath who is the residential estimator allocated to your 

specific project. 

Your enquiry has been booked on to be completed on the 12th November 2015. 

In the meantime should you wish to discuss the specific project requirements or require any further information please contact Jon on 029 

2085 8459 quoting the above reference number 

Kind Regards 

Catherine Day 

346 

10/11/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Peacock (JSW) Hi David, 

Thank you for your email. I will arrange for one of our estimators to prepare a quotation for you. 

If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 

347 

10/11/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Residential Enquiries Hi Team, 

Please could this be booked on -14/26209/RES. 

Thanks, 

348 

10/11/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 

349 Can you send me a price for 4No Cyfans as previous orders but without window kits. 

19/10/2015 Claire Williams Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard 

(KCTMO) 

I know the electricians at Grenfell are going back into each flat to check that the fittings are correctly fitted - thank you for your help. 

In terms of anything else, we now have framework contractors who are given a performance specification by us. This means we are not as 

involved with day to day specification as we would have been in the passed. I don't think that a visit to our office will be helpful, as the 

contractors will be purchasing! 

Thanks for your advice to date. 

350 

19/10/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Claire Williams Dear Claire, 

(KCTMO) I just wanted to touch base as I've spoken a few times with Rydons regardingthe Cyfans installed at Grenfell Tower. There has been an issue 

with back draught shutters being fitted when they were not required, but I believe this has now been resolved. 

The Cyfan unit is multi adjustable to deal with specific issues such as severe condensation, and I was trying to see if I might be able to drop by 

your offices to go over what these units can do if required. 

If this is something you think might be useful goingforwardjust let me know. 

Best regards 

351 

15/10/2015 Suzy Edwards (N) David Peacock (JSW) Good Morning David site report 12.10.15.pdf 

Please find attached a copy of our engineers report for work carried out at the above address on 12/10/15 

I trust that you will find this report self-explanatory but if there is anything that you would like to discuss further, please call me on my direct 

line numbe and I will do my best to help you. 

The works undertaken by our engineers is now complete and on this occasion is not covered under our warranty terms. Our invoice for the 

352 engineer labour will be sent across shortly quoting your order number -JW/30541/9497 
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12/10/2015 Farmwood Job Site Reports Please see attached completed Engineers site instruction for job number 215509. Should you have any queries please contact our office. 215509_1pdf- Site report 12/10/15 

Completion 

Kind regards 

Fa rmwood M & E Services 

353 

12/10/2015 Site Visit (an event, not Works: 

an email) 1) Called to site to inspect fault on Nuiare fan. 

2) On arrival to site client reports x51 Cyfans stuck in boost 

3) Found unit to be in boost with a permanent voltage on 'SL' on site electrician believed Cyfan PCB causing back feed down the 'SL' 

4) On inspection carried out various checks on switch fused spur and unit found client to not have a 'N' return fort he boost switch due 

to the boost switch being a switched fused spur and switching the 'N' rather than joining them together. 

5) Rectified the above and unit operates as required. 

6) Site instruction states 3 units in fault, asked client if he wants me to investigate another x2 units he was happy for me to leave site. 

354 

08/10/2015 Carmen Evans David Peacock (JSW) Thank you for your prompt response David. I have booked this job in. 

Please confirm that there is clear access to the units. 

Kind Regards 

Carmen Evans 

355 

08/10/2015 Suzy Edwards (N) David Peacock (JSW) Dear David Peacock, custack215509.pdf 

Please find enclosed your Service Visit Acknowledgement for: 

DAVID PEACOCK 

Ref: 215509 

Kind Regards, 

356 Suzy Edwards 

08/10/2015 Gareth R Davies (N) Suzy Edwards (N) Hi Suzy, JSW Order; Grenfell Traffic Management plan, 

Service request form (excel), email discussion re 

Please find attached a complete SRF. service visit requirements 

Fault Code:-F12 

Thanks 

357 

07/10/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Gareth R Davies (N) Graham, 

Sorry to be a pain have you managed to contact the service engineerfor a date the contractors giving me a lot of stick over these fans. 

Kind regards, 

358 

07/10/2015 Gareth R Davies (N) James Chard (N) Hi James, JSW Order; Grenfell Traffic Management plan, 

service request for (excel), email discussion 

Another SRF check please. 

359 Cheers 
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07/10/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Gareth R Davies (N) Gareth,Further to your email below please accept the attached P030541/9497 as confirmation to proceed with the site visit.I believe you 30541 9497 -JSW Order.pd!; appendix E -

should now have all the relevant information you require to undertake the necessary work and would be grateful if you could provide the date Grenfell Traffic Management Plan.pdf 

that you will be able to attend site?? 

. Details of the fault reported? Fan operating on boost and not dropping back to trickle . . Site access equipment requirements (i.e. steps)?We can provide if required . . Site restrictions (i.e. date/time limitations)?8.00am-6.00pm . Special instructions (i.e. p.p.e. CSCS cards or site inductions)? CSCS card only we will escort . . RAMS (risk assessment or method statements) Y/N? Not required forth is service visit . . Site ParkingY/N? None on site parking meters in area only . . If steps are required please confirm height of unit from flat floor? Head height 

Should you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Kind Regards, 

Julie Walker 

Administration Assistant 

London Office 

360 
07/10/2015 Gareth R Davies (N) David Peacock (JSW) Good morning David 

The units supplied are within the full warranty agreement. If the problem is diagnosed as a result of mechanical or electrical component failure 

we will cover the cost for parts and labour. 

For reference our terms of warranty are:-

. If the unit is confirmed as working correctly and no faults can be identified, the visit will be chargeable . . If the fault has occurred through a site induced issue, the visit will be chargeable . . If the visit is cancelled after being booked with the engineer and has to be aborted through no fault of Nuaire, any costs from the 

engineer will be chargeable. 

Our engineer standard call out charge is £80.50 per property per visit excluding vat. Please provide your purchase order number to covert his 

for our records. Please note our payment terms are 30 days from the date of invoice. 

To enable us to arrange the site visit please answer the following questions? 

. Full site address including postcode? . Site contact name and number? . Details of the fault reported? . Site access equipment requirements (i.e. steps)? . Site restrictions (i.e. date/time limitations)? . Special instructions (i.e. p.p.e. CSCS cards or site inductions)? . RAMS (risk assessment or method statements) Y/N? . Site ParkingY/N? . If steps are required please confirm height of unit from flat floor? 

361 
15/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Jon Matthews (N) Good morning Jon, Quote - 1193686.pdf 

Thank you very much for your quotation however we have raised this order against the earlier quotation provided on the llth September (see 

attached). 
362 Margaret 

15/09/2015 Jon Matthews Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Margaret, Quote - 1194268 

Thank you for your enquiry received 11/09, I have attached your quotation. 

For us to progress your enquiry or for any further assistance that I can provide, I have included my contact email address and direct dial 

telephone number below and look forward to receiving your correspondence. Should you be in a position to place an order against your 

quotation, please email me, or alternatively our orders@nuaire.co.uk address - with your delivery requirements. 

Kind regards, 

363 
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11/09/2015 Julian Evans (N) Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order-1626605.pdf 

Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 
364 If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

11/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 

Thank you and have a lovely weekend. 

Margaret 

Kind regards, 

Margaret Cwikla 

Site Administrator 

365 

11/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 

Please process your quote number H 1193686 CA against our PO number 30201/9497 for Grenfell Tower. 

All deliveries to be accepted and signed for by JS Wright personnel. Deliveries can only be made between the hours of 09.30-1400hrs Monday 

to Friday. 

Site contacts: Richard Moss 
In accordance with the Principal Contractor's instructions, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of the Site Traffic Management 

Plan when making deliveries. 

366 Margaret 

11/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Margaret CWikla would like to recall the message, "Quotation number H 1193686 CA for Grenfell Tower". 

367 

11/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 

Please process your quote number H 1193686 CA against our PO number 30201 for Grenfell Tower. 

All deliveries to be accepted and signed for by JS Wright personnel. Deliveries can only be made between the hours of 09.30-1400hrs Monday 

to Friday. 

Site contacts: Richard Moss 

In accordance with the Principal Contractor's instructions, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of the Site Traffic Management 

Plan when making deliveries. 

Margaret 

Kind regards, 

Margaret Cwikla 

Site Administrator 

368 

11/09/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Margaret, Quote - 1193686.pdf 

Please find attached a quotation forthe above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 

369 If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

11/09/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Claire Williams Hi Claire 

(KCTMO) I just wanted to confirm that I had spoken to Rydons et al at Grenfell Tower in August and confirmed that the Cyfan units needed to be turned 

up to comply with current ventilation regulations part F and that as they were set to constant run in trickle with boost they did not require a 

back draught shutter to be fitted. 

The Cyfan units have a number of features that allow them to be individually set if required. They also have an inbuilt run monitor. Hopefully 

these won't be necessary but if anyone should experience condensation issues we'd be happy to go in FOC and recalibrate the units to deal 

with excess moisture production etc. 

We also do a tool box training session FOC for surveyors who may come across the fans to show them how to read them etc. 

370 If this is of interest just let me know and I'll come back to you and sort out times and dates etc. 

11/09/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk 

371 
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11/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Good morning, 

Sorry! Please see below, 

9497 Grenfell Tower, Kensington, London 

Margaret 

Kind regards, 

Margaret Cwikla 

372 

10/09/2015 Margaret Cwikla (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) From: Margaret Cwikla [mailto: @jswright.co.uk] 

Sent: 10 September201517:25 

To: Dafydd Meiring 

Subject: Please provide quote number 

Good afternoon Dafydd, 

Can you please provide me with a quote number for: 

CMF112 Matching Flange-112 AXUS CIRC AXIALS PAIR (HOT DIP GALVANISED FINISH) X 2 

CFC112 Flexible Connector-1120mm AXUS CIRC AXIALS X2 

CMF56 Matching Flange-56 AXUS CIRC AXIALS X2 

CFC56 Flexible Connector-560mm AXUS CIRC AXIALS X 2 

Thanks 
373 Margaret 

08/09/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, Quote-1192682.pdf 

As discussed, please find attached a quote. 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Regards, 

374 

24/08/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Peacock (JSW) Hi David, 1179815-Grenfell Tower - 150824.pdf 

As discussed, please find attached fan selections. 
375 If you need any more info, just let me know. 

21/08/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Mike Samuel (N) Mike, 

Delivery of the ventilation fans on the 24 August is fine. 
376 

20/08/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Christine Wiesztort Afternoon Christine, Order-1624145.pdf 

(JSW) 

Please see the attached order confirmation. 

Best date we can offer on delivery is the 24/8/15, please can you confirm this date is acceptable? 

Details of the traffic management forms will be passed to our carrier as requested. 

Any queries, please let me know on 

Best regards 

Mike 

377 
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20/08/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Mike Samuel (N) Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order-1624145.pdf 

Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 
If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

Customer PO: CW/29903/9497 

Customer: 5000880-00 J S Wright & Co Ltd 

Contact: Mr David Peacock 

Prepared by: Michael Samuel 

Tel:-
Email: nuaire.co.uk 

The order confirmation is in the attached file Order-1624145.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 

378 

20/08/2015 Christine Wiesztort Commercial Orders (N) Please process your quotation 1188272 against our purchase order number 29903 9497 for delivery to 29903 9497.pdf - Order; Grenfell tower traffic 

(JSW) Grenfell Tower. management plan pdf 
All deliveries to be accepted and signed for by JS Wright personnel. Deliveries can only be made between the hours of 

09.30-1400hrs Monday to Friday. 

Site contacts: Richard Moss 

In accordance with the Principal Contractor's instructions, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of the Site 

379 Traffic Management Plan when making deliveries. 

20/08/2015 James Gardiner (N) David Peacock (JSW) David, Order 1188272; fan data sheets 

Thank you for your enquiry, I have attached your quotation along with the associated fan data sheets for technical approval. 

For us to progress your enquiry or for any further assistance that I can provide, I have included my contact email address and direct dial 

telephone number below and look forward to receiving your correspondence. Should you be in a position to place an order against your 

quotation, please email me, or alternatively our orders@nuaire.co.uk address - with your delivery requirements. 

380 

381 20/08/2015 James Gardiner (N) James Gardiner (N) Fan data sheets 

382 20/08/2015 James Gardiner (N) James Gardiner (N) Fan data sheets 

20/08/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Christine Wiesztort Afternoon Christine, Order-1624145.pdf 

(JSW) Please see the attached order confirmation. 

Best date we can offer on delivery is the 24/8/15, please can you confirm this date is acceptable? 

Details of the traffic management forms will be passed to our carrier as requested. 

383 Any queries, please let me know on 

20/08/2015 James Gardiner (N) David Peacock (JSW) David, Quote-1188272.pdf; 1188272-grenfell tower-

Thank you for your enquiry, I have attached your quotation along with the associated fan data sheets for technical approval. 150820.pdf 

For us to progress your enquiry or for any further assistance that I can provide, I have included my contact email address and direct dial 

telephone number below and look forward to receiving your correspondence. Should you be in a position to place an order against your 

quotation, please email me, or alternatively our orders@nuaire.co.uk address - with your delivery requirements. 

384 

19/08/2015 Kathryn Jakab (N) Nicola Ford (N) Hello again 

It is all today. 

Can you please allow us to book on 14/00057/com 

Thanks 

385 Kathrvn 
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19/08/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Please could this be booked on. 20150819103007482 .pdf 

Project -14/00057/com 

Thanks, 

Dafydd Meiring 

386 

19/08/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 20150819103007482 .pdf 

Can you please provide a quotation for a further five Ecosmart units as per the previous order attached plus associated equipment. 
387 

18/08/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 6963-D-l.pdf 

As discussed, drawing attached. thanks. 
Kind regards, 

Dave Bradbury 

Design Manager 

388 Head Office 

06/08/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Good afternoon David, Catalogue_CYFAN 

I can confirm the Nuaire CYFAN and associated window kit (CYFAN-WKIT) are correct for the above project and that the test fan was working 

perfectly when Richard visited site. 

The fixing of bump stops on the butterflies of the backdraught shutters will stop the plastic flap hitting the fan casing and would therefore stop 
any "chattering". 

We were initially informed that the fans would be set to run intermittently but have subsequently been told that the fans would be set to run 
constantly. Normally if a fan is set to continuous trickle the backdraught shutter would not be used. This is an option should there be any 
further concern with noise. 
With regards to fan speeds versus resistance please see the attached data sheet with the relevant published details. 
I hope this helps. If you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

389 

06/08/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard, 

Sorry about the delay ... I've forwarded it to Dale and still awaiting a response. He's off today so James Chard is looking into it for me 

I don't know whether it's something we would take liability for if it didn't work by completely stopping the backdraught shutters making a 
noise; however if they are working constantly they shouldn't be an issue as you've said as they should be constantly open. 

It's a bit much for them to expect any fan to have a completely noiseless fan especially during high winds. Could we not offer some foam 

surround to go on the spigot as well as the bump stops to further aid the noise reduction? 

Just heard back from Chardy and he said that he would recommend removing the shutters altogether if the fans are on trickle thus removing 
any sound issue! 

Hope this helps in your response!? Let me know if you need further info or help. 

390 

06/08/2015 Sam Price (N) Geraint Bessant (N) Hey babes, 

Chardy said the easiest thing to do as long as the units are running 24/7 then remove the backdraft shutter completely- there is no need for 
rubber stops. 

391 Much Love Sam xxxxxxxx 
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06/08/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Sam Price (N) Hiwifey, 

Can you have a look at the below and let me know what you think? 

Basically we are installing CYFAN units in high rise flats through a board above a door in the kitchen mounted in with a window kit. We have 

put rubber stops on the shutters to reduce any noise when they close. Fans are on trickle/boost so realistically the shutters shouldn't cause an 
issue; however where the flats are there is high wind and this was a concern as to noise on the shutters during this weather. 

Let me know as soon as you can butt as the consultant is wants an answer from Richard. I know we cannot say for definite but at least we 
should have an idea based on experience and knowledge? 

Cheers, 

Geraint 

392 

06/08/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Dale Mason (N) Hi Dale, 

Can you have a look at the below and let me know what you think? 

Basically we are installing CYFAN units in high rise flats through a board above a door in the kitchen mounted in with a window kit. We have 

put rubber stops on the shutters to reduce any noise when they close. Fans are on trickle/boost so realistically the shutters shouldn't cause an 

issue; however where the flats are there is high wind and this was a concern as to noise on the shutters during this weather. 

Let me know as soon as you can butt as the consultant is wants an answer from Richard. I know we cannot say for definite but at least we 

should have an idea based on experience and knowledge? 

Cheers, 

Geraint 

393 

04/08/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Geraint Bessant (N) Hi Geraint this is a reply I have drafted to David's email below. Can I ask if this could be double checked by technical for accuracy and we are 

happy to send this to David. 

I suspect the contractor Rydons wants to lumber us with any potential noise issues due to hi winds etc but as I said on site we are not 

consultants we only supply performance data and its up to the consultant to do any necessary calcs when specifying. I don't want to drop the 

consultant in it but equally I think the contractor is being unreasonable in expecting a fan when installed in a high rise block not to make any 

back draft noise at all. I think we've offered them a working solution but suspect they want to pin the additional labour costs onto us. 

Any questions let me know? 

Best regard 

Richard. 

394 

04/08/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Richard Hughes (N) Thanks Richard, unfortunately our client has some uncertainty now and we would like to reassure them and move on from the issue as quickly 

as possible. In order for us to do that, I could with the following from yourselves: . Can you confirm your findings from your site visit . Can you confirm whether Nuaire feel it is the correct model and cowl for the application . Can you confirm by installing the rubber buffers, this will prevent the rattling . Is there any technical data about airflow vs wind speed that could be sent to the client to remove any doubt . 

Your earliest response to the above would be appreciated. Thanks. 

Kind regards, David 

395 
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04/08/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Geraint Bessant (N) Hi Geraint this is a reply I have drafted to David's email below. Can I ask if this could be double checked by technical for accuracy and we are 

happy to send this to David. 

I suspect the contractor Rydons wants to lumber us with any potential noise issues due to hi winds etc but as I said on site we are not 

consultants we only supply performance data and its up to the consultant to do any necessary calcs when specifying. I don't want to drop the 
consultant in it but equally I think the contractor is being unreasonable in expecting a fan when installed in a high rise block not to make any 

back draft noise at all. I think we've offered them a working solution but suspect they want to pin the additional labour costs onto us. 

Any questions let me know? 

396 

397 03/08/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Richard Hughes (N) Good response Richard!! 

03/08/2015 Richard Hughes (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David 

Just to clarify, I have not advised that the window kits used would be unsuitable. 

I was asked how to deal with "chatter" from the back draught shutters in the fan itself in the event of very high winds. It was suggested we 

could be looking at winds up to 70 miles an hour. I suggested that in previous situations I am aware that people had dealt with similar issues 

with the fitting of suitably sized bump stops to stop the plastic back draught shutter from banging against the plastic fan housing. 

Upon inspection of the show flat the unit was running perfectly and despite being 14 floors up there was no noise issues with the fan or the 

back draught shutter. 

I hope this helps clarify the situation. 

Best regards 

Richard 

398 

03/08/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Geraint Bessant (N) Geraint /Richard, 1161047_Grenfell Tower.pdf; Fan Data 

I understand following a site visit on the 29th July 2015 by Richard Hughes to Grenfell Tower, Nuaire have advised our client the fans which Sheets_CYFAN-C l&M.pdf; Fan Data 

have now been powder coated and installed may not be suitable for high rise apartments. sheet_CYFAN-WKIT.pdf 

Could you provide further information about this by return please as soon as possible? 

Please note, the original email confirmation below from yourselves regarding the suitability of the fans. 

399 Kind regards,Dave Bradbury 

23/07/2015 Daniel Osgood(RYD) Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard 

I have put it in my diary, see you then. 

Jon, can you be present? 

Regards, 

400 Danny 

23/07/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Daniel Osgood 00 Hi Danny 

How would 10.30am next Wednesday be for you? 

Best regards 

Richard 

401 

23/07/2015 Daniel Osgood(RYD) Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard 

We would appreciate a site visit anytime to confirm these have been fitted correctly. 

My number is 

402 Many Thanks, 

23/07/2015 Claire Williams Richard Hughes (N) Richard 

(KCTMO) Thanks for the prompt response. 

I have passed this onto site, and they will contact you direct once they have looked at the literature -the toolbox talk offer was very good, and 

403 hopefully they will take this up. 
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23/07/2015 Richard Hughes (N) Claire Williams Hi Claire, Cyfan l&M's.pdf 

(KCTMO) 

Thanks for your time yesterday it was much appreciated. 

You mentioned that the Cyfans at Grenfell Tower have apparently been getting a rattling sound when installed. My first thought is that perhaps 
the fans may not have been set correctly. As you are aware, these fans are "universal" fans and can be programmed to run in many different 

modes. I believe these units are set to run in intermittent mode which would require the back draft shutter in the unit to be installed. As these 

units are normally set to trickle mode the back draft shutter comes in the box but is not pre-installed. 

We also recommend if possible that a bull nose hi-rise wall kit is installed if possible when using any units at high level. 

As discussed we are more than happy to visit site and check the fans to see if we can identify what the issue is and resolve it. We also offer free 

toolbox training for any installers using these fans, to show them how to convert the units to low volt, set the humidistat tracker, problem 

solve etc. 

If you think any of this would be useful, just let me know and I'll get times and dates sorted. 

Many thanks for your time again, and apologies again for popping up unannounced. 

404 

21/07/2015 Jennet Strong (N) David Peacock (JSW) Dear Mr David Peacock Order-1620261.pdf 

Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. 

Our standard delivery includes Monday to Friday delivery between 8am & 5.30pm and our typical delivery vehicle is a 40 foot trailer. 

We are more than happy to help if you require: 

*timed or out of hours delivery 

* specific vehicle types 

Please give us a call to confirm prices. 

405 

21/07/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Darren Fereday Darren, Quote-1179815 (2) Current.pd! 

Fans in question attached. 

406 

21/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, Quote-1179815.pdf; 1179815-Grenfell Tower-

150721.pdf 

Please find attached the technical data you require. 

407 

408 21/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd Meiring (N) Quote 

20/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, 

Thank you for your email. I will arrange for one of our estimators to look at this for you. 

Kind Regards, 

409 

20/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Please could this be booked on asap. Quotes attached in email attachment 

Thanks, 

410 

20/07/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Hi Dafydd, 14/00057 H1054576 Grenfell Tower (email) 

Following our telephone conversation, I need to send some literature to the consultant regarding fans F5 &F6 on the attached. 

I understand from our conversation that the references may have changed now, so could you requote for F5 & F6 and send over the relevant 

literature please. thanks. 

Also the lead times as well please. 

411 

17/07/2015 James Gardiner (N) Commercial Orders (N) Quote-1179815; 1179815-grenfell tower-

412 150716.pdf; 29423 9497 - JSW Order.pd! 

17/07/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) James Gardiner (N) James, Quote-1179815; 1179815-grenfell tower-

Further to your quotation H 1179815 CA please accept our attached P029423 /9497 as confirmation to proceed with order. 150716.pdf; 29423 9497 - JSW Order.pd! 

413 Please could you arrange for this to be delivered to site ASAP. 
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16/07/2015 James Gardiner (N) David Peacock (JSW) David, Quote-1179815.pdf; 1179815-Grenfell Tower-

150716.pdf 

Please find our quotation and fan data sheets attached. If you have any queries regarding this quotation or if I can be of any more assistance 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 
414 

415 16/07/2015 James Gardiner (N) James Gardiner (N) Fan data summary sheet 
14/07/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Hi Julie, Order-1619703.pdf 

As requested I have scheduled what I have in stock for delivery tomorrow 15/7/15. 

The SIL-250's will currently follow on the 11/8/15, I will of course attempt to improve this, if and when I get some good news I will let you know 

ASAP. 

Any queries, please let me know o 

Regards 

Mike 

416 

14/07/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Mike Samuel (N) Dear Mike, 

Further to your email confirmation please see below Dave Peacock's comments as to how he would like the items delivered. 

I trust you find this to be in order but any queries please do not hesitate to contact us. 
417 

14/07/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Afternoon Julie, Order-1619703.pdf 

Please see the attached order confirmation. 

Best date we can offer on all goods being delivered in one consignment is the 11/8/15 as we are unfortunately having issues with our SIL-250's. 

Alternatively we can deliver all goods tomorrow 15/7/15 with the SIL-250's following on the 11/8/15. My apologies if this causes any 
inconvenience. 

Any queries, please let me know on-

418 

14/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Hi Julie, 

Thank you for your order. I have passed this on to our orders team and you should receive confirmation from them shortly. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 
419 

14/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Commercial Orders (N) 1176909-Grenfell Tower-150707.pdf; Quote-

420 1176909; 29359 9497 -JSW Order.pd! 

14/07/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, 1176909-Grenfell Tower-150707.pdf; Quote-

Further to your quotation H 1176909 CA please accept our attached P029359/9497 as confirmation to proceed with order. 1176909; 29359 9497 -JSW Order.pd! 

421 Please arrange delivery to site as soon as possible. 
07/07/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Thanks Dafydd. 

Kind regards, 
422 

07/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, 1176909-Grenfell Tower-150707.pdf; Quote-

As discussed, please find attached a revised quotation for the above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 1176909 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 
423 
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06/07/2015 Jon Matthews Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Amendment to the attached quote please. Quote 1175750 

Cheaper alternative to the selected unit if possible please. 

Thanks, 
424 

06/07/2015 Jon Matthews Jon Matthews (N) Quote 1175750 

Please find attached the quotation 1175750 for project: 

Grenfell Tower 

Reference: 14/00057/COM 

Customer: 5000880-01 J S Wright & Co Ltd 

Contact: Mr David Bradbury ~jswright.co.uk) 

Prepared by: Dafydd Meiring (Tel: Email: nuaire.co.uk) 

The quote is in the attached file Quote-1175750.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 
425 

01/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) David, Quote-1175750.pdf; (attached twice, second 
Sorry about that. Please find attached a revised quote. time with technical data) 

Kind Regards, 

Dafydd Meiring Fast track Estimator 

t e nuaire.co.uk www.nuaire.co.uk 

Nuaire Limited I Western Industrial Estate I Caerphilly I CF83 lNA I United Kingdom 

From: David Bradbury [mailto jswright.co.uk] 

Sent: 01July2015 16:30 

To: Dafydd Meiring 

Subject: RE: Project 14/00057/COM. Grenfell Tower. Quotation H 1175712 CA 

Thanks Dafydd, duty is 0.166m3/s not 0.066m3/s. Can you amend and send it back please. 

Kind regards, 

Dave Bradbury 

Design Manager 

426 Head Office 

427 01/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd Meiring (N) Quote 1175750 

01/07/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Thanks Dafydd, duty is 0.166m3/s not 0.066m3/s. Can you amend and send it back please. 

428 

01/07/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Good Afternoon David, Quotations x2 -1175712 

Please find attached a quotation fort he above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

429 

27/05/2015 Mike Halpin (N) Kelly Griffiths Hi Kelly, 

Please can you reallocate this ARC 1612601 to Richard Hughes? 

Many thanks 

Mike 

430 

20/05/2015 Kelly Leech tnt Maureen Alexander (N) Grenfell Traffic Management Plan 

431 Thanks Maureen 

19/05/2015 Maureen Alexander (N) Christine Wiesztort 

432 (JSW) 
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19/05/2015 Maureen Alexander (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Good Afternoon Julie, 

I have been trying to arrange the return with the site contact and have left messages for him to contact us as his mobile goes straight to 
voicemail. Could you possibly get a message to him to contact us. 

Thank you 

433 

15/05/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Maureen Alexander (N) Good Morning Maureen, Grenfell Traffic Management Plan 

Further to your email, I can confirm that all is in order and the collection/site address is:-

JS Wright & Co Ltd 

c/o Rydon Maintenance 

Grenfell Tower 

Grenfell Road 

London 

Wll lTQ 

Site Contact - Richard Moss 

Please could you also forward on the attached site traffic management plan to ensure a swift collection. 

Kind regards, 

Julie Walker 

434 

15/05/2015 Maureen Alexander (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Good Morning Julie, 

Your email below refers. I have been asked to arrange the return of the 30 fans sent out on the above order no. I can confirm that the balance 

of 90 fans has been deleted from this order. 

Please be advised the units are returnable at a restocking charge of 25% subject to testing and inspection of the goods on their return to us. 

Could you please confirm the above, the collection address and site contact details so that I can make the necessary arrangements to collect. 

435 

13/05/2015 charlotte Allen (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Dear Ms Julie Walker Order-1612601.pdf 

Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. 

Our standard delivery includes Monday to Friday delivery between 8am & 5.30pm and our typical delivery vehicle is a 40 foot trailer. 

We are more than happy to help if you require: 

*timed or out of hours delivery 

* specific vehicle types 

Please give us a call to confirm prices. 

436 
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13/05/2015 charlotte Allen (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Dear Ms Julie Walker Order-1612601.pdf 

Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. 

Our standard delivery includes Monday to Friday delivery between 8am & 5.30pm and our typical delivery vehicle is a 40 foot trailer. 

We are more than happy to help if you require: 

*timed or out of hours delivery 

* specific vehicle types 
Please give us a call to confirm prices. 

Finally we will provide you with notification 5 days prior to when your delivery is due. Subsequently if delivery is delayed or refused at site the 

cost of redelivery will be invoiced. 

Our transport companies allow 30 minutes for offloading, anything outside this window will be invoiced at £75 per hour. 

If you would like details of any of the above options or if we can help with any aspect of your order please call us on-

Yours sincerely, 

Charlotte Allen 

437 

13/05/2015 Lucy Reeves (N) Richard Hughes (N) Comment Added by Lucy Reeves at 13-MAY-2015 09:09:39 Project Ref 14/00057/RES 

Project Name GRENFELL TOWER 

Comment:-

JS Wright have ordered, closed project down. 

438 

12/05/2015 Maureen Alexander (N) Beverley Berry Hi Bev, order confirmation, emails re fan 

specification,quote 

Have you had any response from Mike Hutt or Rob Whiting on this. Is this our fault or customers fault. 

Thanks 

Mo 

439 

12/05/2015 Claire Greenway Maureen Alexander (N) The arc for collection is H 1609499 CA order confirmation, emails re fan 

440 specification,quote 

12/05/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Geraint Bessant (N) 28418 9497.pdf; 1161047 _grenfell (order 

Dear Geraint, confirmation, emails re fan specification,quote) 

Please see the attached P028418/9497 which is confirmation to proceed against Quote 1161047 

This order is to supersede P028149/9497 which is now cancelled. We advised last week that the previous order had to be cancelled due to 

incorrect specification. 

Please could you now arrange for collection of the 30no. incorrect fans that have been delivered to site and arrange for delivery of the new full 

order as soon as possible. 

We would be grateful if you could confirm that the previous order has been cancelled and should you have any queries please do not hesitate 

to contact us. 

Kind regards, 

441 

11/05/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Emma Jones Hi hun, 

This is definitely RMI - it's a tower block that they are updating the fans in and want to use the CYFAN window mounted. No spec, only call 

442 from customer. They had installed some of our XS units but they are too noisy rn x 
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08/05/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, H1161047 1161047_Grenfell Tower.pdf; Fan Data 

Please find attached, as discussed, the quotation required for Grenfell Tower (project: 14/00057/RES"' quote: 1161047). Sheet_CYFAN-C l&M; Fan Data Sheet_CYFAN-

I can confirm that the CYFAN unit is suitable for being mounted in the required facia of 25mm (designed for 4mm - 32mm thickness). As there WKIT 

are spring loaded backdraught shutters supplied with the unit we can confirm that the unit is suitable for installation into high rise apartments 

as required. 
I have attached the data sheets for your perusal. If you need anything further, please do not hesitate to contact me on the number below. 

443 Regards Gera int 

08/05/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Lucy Reeves Comment Added by Geraint Bessant at 08-MAY-2015 10:07:14 Project Ref 14/00057/RES 

Project Name GRENFELL TOWER 

Comment:-

Call from David Bradbury at JS Wright - supplied XS fans for this project; however they are now not suitable due to noise and draught issues. 

Units need to be window mounted (being fitted into 25mm facias above windows in flats) and therefore require backdraught shutters. Offered 

CYFAN at £95.00 (as per quote: 1057595) and CYFAN-WKIT at 40% contribution. Quote sent to David. 

444 

08/05/2015 Gera int Bessa nt (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David, 1161047 _grenfell Tower.pdf; Fan Data 

Please find attached, as discussed, the quotation required for Grenfell Tower (project: 14/00057/RES"' quote: 1161047). sheet_CYFAN-C l&M; Fan Data Sheet CYFAN-

I can confirm that the CYFAN unit is suitable for being mounted in the required facia of 25mm (designed for 4mm - 32mm thickness). As there WKIT 

are spring loaded backdraught shutters supplied with the unit we can confirm that the unit is suitable for installation into high rise apartments 

as required. 

I have attached the data sheets for your perusal. If you need anything further, please do not hesitate to contact me on the number below. 

445 

05/05/2015 Beverley Berry (N) Mike Hutt (N) Mike 

Have received the cancellation from David as below. 

I will cancel the outstanding units off 

You will see the adjustment on your figures tonight 

Cheers 

Bev 

Ref H1609499 

446 

05/05/2015 Christine Wiesztort Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd 

(JSW) 

Unfortunately, we have been advised that the 120no XS6WA fans on order number 28149/9497 are the incorrect specification. 

We have received the first 30no and would ask that you cancel production of the remaining 90no with immediate effect. 

We will revise our order once the specification has been confirmed by the Consultant. 

Please confirm receipt of this email and that our request has been actioned. 

447 Many thanks 

30/04/2015 Beverley Berry (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Julie Summary fan data sheet, quote 

I have been trying to contact David since we last spoke re his order and schedule but he has not returned any of my calls or e-mails. 

We have sent 30 units so far on the this but we have not received the official order as yet or his quantities he will require or his next call off 

Cn you please forward to me asap to enable me to proceed 

Regards 

Bev 

reF h1609499 

448 
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27/04/2015 Suzanne Edwards Beverley Berry Hi Bev Summary fan data sheet, quote 

Due to the value we require an official p/o on company letter head, could you please request 

Thanks 
Suz 

449 

24/04/2015 Beverley Berry (N) David Peacock (JSW) David 

With regards to the order for the above project you are dealing with. 

I have left a message with Julie at the office and on your voice mail requesting you to call me to discuss your next call off. 

You have not stated the quantities you will require only 2 weeks there after starting 3 weeks??? 

These are not stock items so if you are looking to take delivery in the next 3 weeks please provide the information by return so we can secure 

some for you 

Regards 

Bev 

450 rEf h1609499 

15/04/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Julie Walker (JSW) Hi Julie, 

Thank you for your order. I have passed this on to our orders team and you should receive confirmation from them shortly. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 
451 

15/04/2015 ju lie Walker (JSW) Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd, Quote-1153411.pdf, Summary fan data sheet 

Further to the attached quotation to David Peacock please accept P028149/9497 as confirmation to proceed with this order. 

David has requested delivery of 30 asap then deliveries in two weeks there after starting three weeks time. 

The delivery address is: 
JS Wright & Co Ltd 

c/o Rydon Maintenance 
Grenfell Tower 
Grenfell Road 
Notting Hill 
Wll lTQ 

452 

08/04/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Peacock (JSW) Hi David, Quote-1153411.pdf, Summary fan data sheet 
Please find attached a quotation as discussed. 

453 

12/03/2015 Mike Samuel (N) David Peacock (JSW) Hi David, Order-1605400 

Please see the attached order confirmation. 
Best date we can offer on delivery is the 16/3/15 (Monday), please can you confirm this date is acceptable? 

454 Any queries, please let me know on 
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12/03/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Mike Samuel (N) Thank you for your recent order, please find attached your confirmation. Order-1605400 

Please check this carefully to make sure that the details are correct. 
If you do have any amendments or queries please let us know ASAP. 

Customer PO: CW/27705/9497 

Customer: 5000880-01 J S Wright & Co Ltd 

Contact: Mr David Peacock 

Prepared by: Michael Samuel 

Tel:~ 
Email: nuaire.co.uk 

The order confirmation is in the attached file Order-1605400.pdf, which is an Adobe Acrobat Document. 

455 

12/03/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Christine Wiesztort Hi Christine, 

(JSW) 

Thank you for your order. I have passed this on to our orders team and you should receive confirmation from them shortly. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 

456 

12/03/2015 Christine Wiesztort Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd Quote-1144769.pdf; 27705 9497.pdf; Appendix 

(JSW) E grenfell traffic management plamn.pdf 

Please process your quotation H 1144769 CA against our purchase order number 27705/9497 

for delivery asap to Grenfell Tower. 

In line with the Principal Contractor's instruction, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession 

457 of the attached Site Traffic Management Plan when making delivery. 

11/03/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) David Peacock (JSW) Quote-1144769.pdf; 27705 9497.pdf; 

Kind regards, 

Dave Bradbury 

Design Manager 

Head Office 

458 

11/03/2015 David Peacock (JSW) David Bradbury (JSW) Paul, 

I am still waiting on the price for these units can you get back to me today. 

459 

10/03/2015 Christine Wiesztort Mike Samuel (N) Mike 

(JSW) Many thanks. 

460 We will re-raise when we know the revised spec. 

10/03/2015 Mike Samuel (N) Christine Wiesztort Hi Christine, Order-1604932.pdf 

(JSW) Please see the attached order confirmation (cancelled) 

461 Any queries, please let me know on 

10/03/2015 Christine Wiesztort Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd 

(JSW) Please note we have been advised that the spec has changed and we therefore need to cancel our order 

27629/9497. We will be putting a replacement order in for the fans shortly once the new spec is confirmed. 

Please acknowledge receipt and confirm the order has been cancelled. 

Kind regards, 

462 
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09/03/2015 Mike Samuel (N) David Peacock (JSW) Hi David, Order-1604932.pdf; XS Speed control with ESC-

3A.pdf; ESC1-3A Speed Controller.pd! 

Please see the attached order confirmation for Grenfell Tower. 

Unfortunately we do have an issue with our XS-MFC's which means we will not be able to deliver until the 29/5/15. My apologies of this causes 

any inconvenience. I have also attached our best alternative the ESC1.3A, if you can confirm suitability the new price will be shown in the also 

attached revised quotation. 
463 

09/03/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) Christine Wiesztort Hi Christine, 

(JSW) 

Thank you for your order. I have passed this on to our orders team and you should receive confirmation from them shortly. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 

464 

09/03/2015 Christine Wiesztort Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd 27629 9497.pdf; appendix E grenfell traffic 

(JSW) management plan.pdf 

Please process your quotation H 1145102 CA against our purchase order number 27629/9497 

for delivery to Grenfell Tower 

Please note 30no required asap with the balance to be advised by Dave Peacock .. 

In accordance with the Principal Contractor's instruction, please ensure your delivery driver is in possession of 

465 the attached Site Traffic Management Plan when making deliveries. 

05/03/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Peacock (JSW) Good Morning David, Quote - 1145102 

Please find attached a quotation forthe above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

466 

04/03/2015 Dafydd Meiring (N) David Peacock (JSW) Good Morning Dave, Quote-1144769.pdf and summary fan data sheet 

Please find attached a quotation forthe above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 

If I can be of any further assistance, then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

467 

03/03/2015 David Peacock (JSW) Paul Smith (N) Paul, 

Can you also provide a price for 120 No XS-MFC remote fan switches. 

Regards, 

David Peacock I.Eng, FCIPHE, ACIBSE. 

468 

02/03/2015 Paul Smithg David Peacock (JSW) Davids 

I will chase this for you 

469 

02/03/2015 David Peacock (JSW) David Bradbury (JSW) Paul, 

Can you send over a quotation for the 4 units mentioned asap. 

470 
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02/03/2015 David Bradbury (JSW) Paul Smith (N) Morning Paul, 

We are looking to order the first set of MEVs for Grenfell Tower but would need them on site asap, the order will come from David Peacock. 

First set is for Walkway+l level, quantity: 4 
Model: EP-OPUSDC extract fan 

Boost: 32 l/s 

Trickle: 29 l/s 

Resistance: 200 pa. 

I'll send over the updated fan schedule later today, once we have confirmation from the client about some of the room changes, but this won't 

affect the above 4 apartments. 

Any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 

471 

19/01/2015 paul smith (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David 

Hope you are well 

Do you have the schedule for this one yet please? 

472 

09/01/2015 paul smith (N) David Bradbury (JSW) Hi David 

Hope you are well 

473 Do you have the schedule for this one yet please? 
03/12/2014 Christine Wiesztort Dafydd Meiring (N) Dafydd 26341 9508.pdf 

(JSW) 

Please process your quotation H1114088 CA against our purchase order number 26341/9508 

474 for delivery to YMCA Ealing. 

29/10/2014 Dafydd Meiring (N) Alan Whyte (JSW) Good afternoon Alan, Quote and fan summary data sheet 

Please find attached a quotation fort he above project. Please check that the quotation meets your requirements. 

If I can be of any further assistance then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 

475 

11/07/2014 Lesley Stadden Ashley Buckle (JSW) Hello, 

With regards to the quotation that we sent you for the above project, can you confirm if this is still live with Nuaire please? 

Any information or update would be appreciated, or please reply using the boxes below 

SECURED- ORDER TO PLACE LOST- WE DIDN'T SECURE LOST- NUAIRE DIDN'T SECURE TENDER-WAITING DECISION 

Thanks 

Lesley 

476 

06/05/2014 Daniel Evans (N) Stuart Paterson (N) Hi Stuart, Grenfell Tower development - tender results 

Please see attached. 

Kind Regards, 

477 

28/03/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Thanks Elias. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

478 
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03/02/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Neil Davis (N) Neil,# 

Received, thanks for the swift response. 

Regards 
479 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Elias, Quote 

The amended quote has been sent to you by my colleague Geraint, but I thought it best to send it too. 

Would you kindly confirm that you've received it? 

Kind regards 

Neil 

480 

03/02/2014 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Elias Pappas (M) Good afternoon Elias, Quote 

Please find attached, as requested, the quotation required for Grenfell Tower (project: 14/00057/RES "'quote: 1057595). 
481 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Elias, 

Yes, of course, have forwarded to the office to be done. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

482 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Geraint Bessant (N) Hi Geraint, 

I'll call you. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

483 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard, 

I'll call you. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

484 

03/02/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Neil Davis (N) Neil, 

Could you please add the following: 

120No. CYFAN-WALLKIT-BR-TELESCOPIC S" PIPE C/W LOW RESISTANCE LOUVERED OUTLET (Brown) 

7No. BACKDRAUGHT SHUTIER FOR ES-OPUSDC7S-M 

Thanks 

48S 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Elias, 

Thanks for confirming. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

486 
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03/02/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Neil Davis (N) Neil, 

Yes, I got it, thanks. 

Regards 

487 

03/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Morning Elias, Quote 

That's strange, hopefully you'll have it now? 

Kind regards 

Neil 

488 

03/02/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Neil Davis (N) Neil, 

I have not received it; could you please re-send? 

Thanks 
489 

01/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Elias Pappas (M) Hi Elias, 

I understand that my colleague Geraint sent this across to you on Friday afternoon. 

If not received, let me know and I will resubmit. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

490 

01/02/2014 Neil Davis (N) Richard Hughes (N) Richard, Quote 

Quote attached for your info. 

Kind regards 

Neil 

491 

31/01/2014 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Elias Pappas (M) Good afternoon Elias, Quote 

Please find attached, as requested, the quotation required for Grenfell Tower (project: 14/00057/RES "'quote: 1057454). 
492 

31/01/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Sirs, Equipment at Grenfell Tower 

Please note we have not yet received your quotation for the above. 

Could you please forward a.s.a.p? 

Thanks 

493 

31/01/2014 Rebecca O'Neil (N) Darren O'Reilly (N) Spee as requested for 14/00057/com Specifications in zip file 

Regards 

Becky 

494 

29/01/2014 Calvin Ley (N) Richard Hughes (N) Hi Richard, Regeneration Project sheet 

I've attached the ABI lead for you, more info can also be found here http://www.kctmo.org.uk/subpage.php?main_id=30&sub_id=128. 

If you need anything else just let me know. 

Regards 

495 
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28/01/2014 Richard Hughes (N) Calvin Ley (N) Hi Calvin Project sheets 

Any chance when you get a moment you could do some digging on this project? 

Any questions let me know 

Cheers 

Rich 

496 

27/01/2014 Richard Hughes (N) Michael Lunn (N) Hi Mike 

This is part of the Kensington and Chelsea TMO's refurbishment plans. I've left messages for various parties today and also attached the 

information below. 

I'll keep you posted once I've got hold of Elias at Mullaleys. Although all our contacts at the TMO were laid off in December I'll try to contact 

the agency staff who have replaced them and see what their remit is. 

Regards 

Richard 
497 

27/01/2014 Gera int Bessa nt (N) Michael Lunn (N) Hi Mike Quote 

This is part of the Kensington and Chelsea TMO's refurbishment plans. I've left messages for various parties today and also attached the 

information below. 

I'll keep you posted once I've got hold of Elias at Mullaleys. Although all our contacts at the TMO were laid off in December I'll try to contact 

the agency staff who have replaced them and see what their remit is. 

Regards 

Richard 

498 

21/01/2014 Ron Price (N) Matt Banton t4 Quote and fan summary data sheet 

mechanical Hi Matt, 

Please find our quotation attached. 

Regards 

Ron 

499 

21/01/2014 Ron Price (N) Ashley Buckle (JSW) Quote and fan summary data sheet 

Hi Ashley, 

Please find our quotation attached. 

Regards 

Ron 

SOO 

501 21/01/2014 Ron Price (N) Ron Price (N) fan summary data sheet 

17/01/2014 Matt Banton t4 Info (N) Equipment at Grenfell Tower 

502 mechanical 
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17/01/2014 Paul Stanley (JSW) 

503 

16/01/2014 Ashley Buckle (JSW) 

504 

14/01/2014 Elias Pappas (M) 

505 

14/01/2014 Francesca Day (N) 

506 

c 
To 

Paul Smith (N) 

Enguiries@nuaire.co.uk 

Content 

I am currently pricing the above project. 

We have already asked you to price some axial fans 

for the job, but also need the items below 

3-ES-OPUSDC 60M fans 

7-ES OPUSDC 40M fans 

120- Kitchen extract fans. I have looked at your web 

site, you have a number of models ie 'Cyfan', 

'Genie DC', 'Genie DCE' etc. Which is the best 

priced? We would also need a price for a wall 

duct & grille kit for each and a remote on/off 

switch. 

Any queries give me a call. I am in the office until 4pm today. 

Daniel Evans Project Coordinator 

t e nuaire.co.uk www.nuaire.co.uk 

D 

Nuaire Limited I Western Industrial Estate I Caerphilly I CF83 lNA I United Kingdom 

From: Ashley Buckle [mailto:~jswright.co.uk] 
Sent: 16 January 201411:31 

Subject: Grenfell Tower- Fans 

Good Morning, 

Can you please provide a quotation for the supply and delivery of the Fans on the above project. 

Your quotation should be in accordance with the attached information. 

Your quotation is required by us as soon as possible but no later than: Tuesday 21st January 2014 

Should you have any queries or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Enquiries@nuaire.co.uk Sirs, 

Neil Davis (N) 

With regards to the above project, please see attached revised Mechanical Equipment Schedule. 

Please forward your most competitive quotation for the following: 

-Ref. KEFl: 127No. Kitchen Extract Fans: Cyfan - Duty: 60lit/sec 

-Ref. FEFl: 9No. Flat Mechanical Extract Units EP-OPUSDC 

Please note your quotation should reach us no later than Friday 24-01-2014. 

Hello Neil, 

Just to update you, 

Geraint spoke to Elias yesterday after this email was received because the spec did not confirm part numbers or design duty, so could not make 

an accurate selection. 

Elias is now awaiting further information from the consultant. He is aware that the quotation may not be back to him by Friday. 

Many thanks, 

Frankie 

E F 

N ua ire reference Attachements 

Fans.zip 

mechanical equipment 
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14/01/2014 Neil Davis (N) Paul Williams (N) Hi Paul, 

Can you help with this please? 

Kind regards 

Neil 

507 

14/01/2014 frank Debman (B) Enguiries@nuaire.co.uk Good morning Z(--)500 Mechanical Equipment.pdf; Nuaire.doc 

Please find attached quotation request for your attention. 
508 

14/01/2014 Elias Pappas (M) Enguiries@nuaire.co.uk Sirs, Z(--)500 mechanical equipment NEW.pdf 

With regards to the above project, please see attached revised Mechanical Equipment Schedule. 

Please forward your most competitive quotation for the following: 

-Ref. KEFl: 127No. Kitchen Extract Fans: Cyfan - Duty: 60lit/sec 
-Ref. FEFl: 9No. Flat Mechanical Extract Units EP-OPUSDC 

Please note your quotation should reach us no later than Friday 24-01-2014. 

509 

20/12/2013 Elias Pappas (M) Enguiries@nuaire.co.uk Sirs, Z(--)500 Mechanical Equipment.pd! 

With regards to the above project, please see attached Mechanical Equipment Schedule. 

Please forward your most competitive quotation for the following: 

-126No. Kitchen Extract Fans 

9No. Flat Mechanical Extract Units EP-OPUSDC 

Please note your quotation should reach us no later than Friday 17-01-2014. 

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, 

510 

28/02/2011 Richard Hughes (N) Alan Crawford (KCTMO) Hi Alan Quotes for work at various sites incl Grenfell 

Thanks for your time last week, it was good to catch up with you. I've checked the quotes we provided previously and the prices remain 

unchanged. 

I've included below some pertinent comments from Alun Morton who put these prices together below. 

"Orders should be placed in correlation with the Warren's estimates by site and, just to emphasis, the work is to visit each of the sites and 

complete a dilapidation report on each of the fans and not to spend time trouble shooting and trying to get them to work". 

"When the customer places his instructions we will require: 

1 Full site address 

2 Name and telephone numbers of office contact 

3 Name and telephone numbers of site contact. 

4 Site access arrangements e.g. access via plant/lift motor room, whether ladders, life lines, lanyards or body harnesses are required, if 

edge protection is required and any health and safety issues and anything that may impede free and safe access". 

If you need any further information or have any questions at all then please don't hesitate to let me know. 

Kind regards for now 

Richard 

511 
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22/02/2011 Richard Hughes (N) Alun Morton (N) Hi Chaps, Quotes for work at various sites incl Grenfell 

In Sept 10 we quoted a client of mine to carry out surveys of a number of twinfans he had dotted around the borough of Kensington and 

Chelsea with a view to replacing these fans this year. There have been some delays due to finances but the client now wants to go ahead and 
raise an order for us to survey Appleford House, Bosworth House, 1 of the blocks at Silchester Estate, and King Charles House. 

Attached are our original quotes from 09/10. Before I forward these to the client for him to raise an order against, are we happy to still hold 
these original prices or do you wish to re-price? 

Regards 

Richard 

512 
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